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Summary
One of the main recent trends in the construction of software systems is to
combine independent systems. Each subsystem provides a specific contribution towards the required goal of the overall software system. Moreover, from
the well known garbage-in/garbage-out metaphor as used in the discipline of
computing, any system will not produce the correct outputs if not given the
right inputs. Therefore, a system can be seen to transform the right inputs
to the right outputs. By extending this metaphor, it is not necessary to know
the internal details of a piece of software as long as its purpose plus how
to use it are described. A piece of software can then be seen to provide a
transformational service. More so, when the means to use the service is made
transparent; the location of the service is irrelevant.
This approach is called service-oriented computing and its benefits include;
loose coupling, platform independence, inter-operability, reusability and agility
among others. In the context of system building, a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) may be seen as a collection of services interacting together by
means of message exchanges to achieve a given user request or goal. However,
advanced uses of SOA coupled with its potential have created new possibilities
and challenges. For instance, the idea that services can be discovered automatically and composed to satisfy a user request is one of the key research
problems in the domain of service-orientation. It requires that, given a random
collection of services, if no single service can do a task, then a combination of
several of them that could do the task be constructed in an automatic manner.
Moreover, even in the presence of a single service that can do the task at hand,
a combination of several other services may do the task better.
The design of a typical service-oriented system starts with the discovery of
services followed by a detailed orchestration or choreography of the discovered
services to perform a desired goal. Whereas orchestration and choreography of
services have had significant attention and have been modelled for most forms
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of composition, the discovery level process has had far less attention, making
it hard to discover more combinations of services.
This thesis provides the following contributions to the design and construction of service-oriented systems:
• We present a 4-viewpoint model to capture the relation between SOA
and its instances. The model improves the understanding of SOA, makes
it possible to distinguish instances of SOA, and facilitates the design of
new instances.
• We contribute a compositional logic for discovery and construction of
service-oriented systems. The composition logic considers service discovery as a composition problem. Considering discovery as a composition problem allows more extended forms of service. The logic provides
a handle to reason about the intentional and extensional views of services during the construction of networks of services that satisfy a user
request.
• We contribute an approach for measuring the degree of match of services.
We are able to measure the level of similarity between a service and a
request. This enables one to select services to use in goal request or to
replace a service that may be unavailable or unsuitable for some reason
• We present an approach for construction of service-oriented systems
starting from a relatively fuzzy user request through discovery to concrete execution semantics of autonomous services. The approach preserves the autonomy and accounts for the non-deterministic nature of
services. The approach shows how to refine abstract networks of services into concrete services that can be represented as a choreography or
an orchestration architecture. This is particularly important given that
agility, reuse, autonomy and loose coupling are key drivers to serviceorientation.
Overall, the contributions in this thesis improve the understanding and design of service-oriented systems by providing an end-to-end approach starting
from flexible user requests through service discovery to concrete descriptions
of executable services that may be advertised for use by others
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The design of service-oriented systems does not fully support the potential
to discover larger networks of services and reason about the construction of
concrete services. This thesis proposes an approach for design, discovery and
construction of service-oriented systems. The design approach starts with an
architecture analysis of Service-oriented Architectures (SOA) followed by an
extension of service discovery as a composition problem. Then we refine discovered services into a concrete service-oriented system. We then provide systematic means of writing specification of discovered systems to be advertised
for use by others. The construction approach is characterized by a uniform
representation for the services, constraints on services, goals by user requests,
satisfaction criteria and means to reason about the construction of serviceoriented systems.
This chapter is organized as follows: we start by introducing the concept of
software as a service in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 highlights research in serviceoriented computing. In Section 1.3, we give the motivation for our work. In
Section 1.4, we outline the research questions followed by an outline of the key
contributions in Section 1.5. The thesis structure is described in Section 1.6
followed by a summary of this chapter in Section 1.7.

1.1 Software as a service paradigm
Let us start by remembering the well known garbage-in/garbage-out metaphor
as used in the discipline of computing. It refers to the fact that any system
will not produce the correct outputs if not given the right inputs. Therefore,
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a system can be seen to transform the right inputs to the right outputs. By
extending this metaphor, it is not necessary to know the internal details of a
piece of software as long as its purpose plus how to use it are described. A
piece of software can then be seen to provide a transformational service. More
so, when the means to use the service is made transparent; the location of the
service is irrelevant.
Traditionally, a service is a valuable resource offered by a specific provider
usually at a fee. The resource may be physical or a process that is made
available for use by others. In the discipline of software engineering, a service is
a unit of functionality, whose interface is exposed for use in other applications.
Service-oriented Computing (SOC) [11, 36, 125, 129] is about the techniques
to define, invoke, manage and maintain the services. The architecture that
underlies SOC is called SOA [69, 73, 78, 128, 137]. In the simplest terms, SOA
consists of three classes of entities: the providers, consumers and registries. A
service-oriented system consists of interacting services alternating in the roles
of consumer and provider. The consumer learns about the capabilities of a
provider through the registry which is populated by the provider. A serviceoriented system can use any number of registries; can have several consumers
and providers that are possibly located anywhere on a computer network.
So far, the most common realisation of SOA is achieved by using web
services [10, 34, 170]. Web services provide a set of technologies to support
the various elements that include service description, service discovery and
service binding to mention but a few. Web services rely on the Internet to
provide the underlying framework. Therefore, web services inherit both the
virtues and vices of the Internet and the Web. Virtues include pervasiveness,
ubiquity, openness and flexibility. The vices stem from the open nature of
the Internet that breeds lack of trust, unreliability, unpredictable Quality-ofService (QoS) to mention but a few.
Advanced uses of SOA coupled with its potential have created new possibilities and challenges. For instance, the idea that services can be discovered
automatically and composed to satisfy a user request is one of the key research
problems in the domain of service-orientation. It requires that, given a random
collection of services, if no single service can do a task, then a combination of
several of them that could do the task be constructed in an automatic manner.
Moreover, even in the presence of a single service that can do the task at hand,
a combination of several other services may do the task better.
For a quick illustration of some of the concerns, take the case of a simplified scenario where a user would like a transport service that can guarantee
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arrival between 06:00 and 20:00 hours. Suppose there are two independent
services S1 and S2 that operate between h05:00, 15:00i and h13:00, 22:00i respectively. Clearly, none of the two services can satisfy the request on their
own. However, they can satisfy the request if combined as alternative choices
– that is, for example S1 can work for times up to 1500 and S2 thereafter.
In this example, we have a non-deterministic choice between 13:00 and 15:00.
Beyond this simple example, service-orientation requires precise semantics for
the construction of systems that may comprise of networks of services. In
addition, there is a need for structured approaches to design and implement
services on a wide scale.
Overall, to turn SOC into a flexible and practical reality has not been
easy [65]. At the core of SOC, research cascades into other issues that include
composition [29, 55, 65, 82, 141, 171], verification [54, 159] and computational complexity [19, 60]. Therefore, SOC draws from a wealth of relatively
mature areas such as databases, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Software Engineering [146], Workflow Management [160], Information Retrieval (IR) [162]
and software agents [145].

1.2 Research In Service-Oriented Computing
Researchers in service-oriented computing have shown increased interest in
the subjects of design, discovery and automatic construction of services [44,
112, 138, 141, 147, 154, 174]. Indeed, automatic construction of services is
considered to be the long term goal of service-oriented computing [78]. In this
section we highlight the current state of research effort in four dimensions of
(1) Practical Languages and formal approaches (2) What is service-oriented
computing, (3) Service discovery and (4) automatic construction and verification. For each dimension, we identify gaps and position the focal point of
work reported in this thesis.

1.2.1 Practical Languages and formal Approaches
Efforts to advance service-orientation have progressed on two fronts – the
practical languages front and the formal models front. The former comprises of works such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [31],
Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL
for short) [120], Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI) [8], Web Ontology Language for Web Services (OWL-S) [124], Web Service Modelling
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Ontology (WSMO) [43] and Universal Description and Discovery Interface
(UDDI) [118]. The formal models include approaches such as Petri nets [123],
Automata [110], Finite State Machines [59], Process Algebra [26, 139, 154]
and State Charts [53] among others.
Considering the two fronts, it is hard to postulate which front is more
feasible, because they complement rather than compete. The formal models
provide the rigor that is needed to check important properties such as correctness, complexity, security, realizability and so forth. On the other hand,
practical languages provide tools that are more acceptable by industry practitioners, who most often, are either unable to understand the formal models or
are simply uninterested. It is important to note that, although early practical
languages such as WSDL, BPEL4WS originated from the industry, there is
more interest from the academia leading to WSMO, and OWL-S. The latter
have strong formal components associated with them.
The first generation of practical languages (BPEL, WSDL and WSCI)
has been criticised for the lack of support for semantic descriptions. They
define composition in terms of syntactical compatibility. The importance of
semantics as key element in automatic service construction is underscored
by [48, 49, 113, 127] among others. The introduction of semantics to web
services has led to the notion of semantic web services [48]. The principal
aim of semantic web services is to characterise all web service artifacts using
semantics as well as to provide means to convert between different semantics.
Therefore, recent generations of practical languages such as WSMO and OWLS put more emphasis on semantics.
Whether formal models or practical languages, a service-oriented system
can exhibit only two forms of architecture: as a choreography [27] or an orchestration [133] of services. Consequently, all advances in the design of services
aim to describe service orchestration or choreography. Under orchestration,
the functionality of a system is achieved by aggregating services. Orchestrated architectures are obtained by consuming services and combining the
results. Therefore, there is need for a central mediator responsible for invoking and coordinating all the services. On the other hand, a choreographed
service-oriented system is achieved through conversations that are undertaken
by different services. Choreography architectures form a peer-to-peer [16]
architecture. Much work has been done in the areas choreography and orchestration [12, 16, 19, 78, 116, 178]. The main focus has been the state view
of services and conversation. Fundamental issues that relate to compatibility
and realizability have also been addressed.
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1.2.2 What is Service-Oriented Computing

There is no common understanding to date on what service-oriented computing is. It has been described as a framework, as a paradigm [119], as a
collection of services [10, 168], plus several other definitions. What is clear
from these definitions is that they do not represent the same thing. We would
like to distinguish two uses of the term SOA. In the first context, SOA is used
to refer to an abstract architecture, that is an architecture that does not represent a concrete system [119] – just like Common Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA)[121]. Characterisations such as the framework and paradigm refer
to this dimension of SOA and are common in the industry and practitioners.
As a framework, paradigm or way of building architectures, SOA describes
how to specify services and facilitate the actual interaction between services.
In the second context, SOA is used to refer to concrete systems or running
applications [10, 168]. Such definitions aim at answering the question; when
is a system service-oriented? One would expect the first context to imply the
other. In other words, if SOA is a framework or paradigm, systems designed
as per this framework or paradigm should have a service-oriented architecture. Unfortunately this is not the case because some key principles in the
SOA infrastructure are non-architectural. For instance, how to ‘publish’ and
‘find’ services is not considered architectural. That is, just like component
repositories do not contribute to the software architecture, the way services
are published and discovered is not part of a running SOA.
Whereas a service is the foundational unit of service-orientation, its architecture and structure are not described. Perhaps, the lack of a common
understanding explains why services have been likened to objects [164] and
components [28]. Despite the lack of common understanding of SOA, new
instances are being proposed.
The motivation of the thesis in this dimension is to improve the understanding and enhance the design of SOA. The idea is to focus on those features
that make service-orientation a unique approach. We focus on the fundamental principles of software engineering that have been enhanced by serviceorientation. Indeed the fundamentals of software engineering principles can
never go out of style but can be improved [24]. We have also focussed on the
relation between SOA and its instances. Such a relation is not only important
to facilitate the design of new instances of SOA but also helps to improve the
design of existing instances.
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1.2.3 Service Discovery
One can not discuss the problem of design of SOA without addressing the
service discovery problem. Service discovery is considered as the process of
locating services [43]. Discovery of services is very important because full
automation requires one to first recognise the relevant services to participate
in the composition process. Perhaps the most complete foundational work
on web service discovery is found in WSMO [91]. Variations of the WSMO
approach are also echoed by Bertoli et al. [20] in which multi-level discovery
and composition is proposed. WSMO [91] presents a set theoretical conceptual model for matching between a request and service description. In their
conceptual model, user desires (requests) are mapped onto pre-defined goals.
This process is called goal discovery. The goals are used to discover web services and then services. In a bid to explain the difference between web service
discovery and service discovery, an attempt is made to distinguish between a
web service and a service. They view web services as the interface to a software artifact that may help to find and buy services. Certainly this is true
in cases where the consumption of the service can not be carried out through
the web. What is clear in WSMO is that the discovery process can be done at
varying levels of abstraction. Further more, the ability to discover the most
appropriate services depends on the service description as well as the clarity
of requests.
WSMO and OWL-S provide conceptual models within which to define
service semantics as well as functional capabilities. There seems to be consensus on the use of pre/post conditions to define functional capability of
services [78, 124, 144, 172, 178]. Both WSMO and OWL-S use pre/post
conditions, albeit in different forms. WSMO uses postconditions over the information space while assumptions and effects relate to the real world. OWL-S
uses Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects (IOPE) to provide functional
description of services. Indeed there is wide acceptance for pre/post conditions
even in formal models in the form of guarded transitions [17, 78].
Without doubt, full automation starts with a common understanding of
the semantics used in requests and service descriptions. Therefore, the first
step [20, 91] in service discovery is to establish those services whose service
descriptions refer to the same objects as user requests. Once this set of potential services is established, a more pointed selection is applied by finding
out how the services transform the objects. This is achieved by looking at the
functional description of services. Finally, one may choose which services to
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invoke by looking at the process description of the different services.
At each level of discovery, one must select the best services. Approaches
such as [4, 104], provide a more detailed query language that seeks to find
a set of services that match a given requested behaviour pattern. In [104],
they emphasize behaviour of activities and define a set of predicates to specify the patterns of the intended behaviour. However, beyond retrieving the
potential services, one must choose the most relevant services. This can be
done by using more specific requests or ranking the potential services. The
Degree-of-Match (DoM) is a value that indicates how well a request matches a
service description. Commonly used degrees of match include exact, plug-in,
subsumes, intersection and fail. This set of degrees of match can be traced to
work on signature matching such as [176], and has since been widely adopted
in web services by [91, 126, 154] among others. Roughly speaking, they are defined as follows: exact match – where the service can offer all that is needed by
the service and no more, plug-in – where the service can offer more than what
is required by the request, subsumes – where the service can offer a subset
of the functionality required by the request, intersection – where the service
and the request share some functionality, and fail – where no functionality is
shared between the service and request.
Beyond resolution of semantics, more focussed service discovery involve
inspection of the intention of the service. Specifically the functional capability
of the service must be checked. As earlier pointed out, functional capability is
preferably specified in terms of pre/post conditions, effects and assumptions.
Whether at the semantic level or functional level, there are two forms
of discovery supported in the literature; direct and indirect discovery. In
direct discovery, a request is matched against a single service. Under indirect
discovery, a single request is matched against sequences of services that satisfy
the request.
On the side of the requests and service descriptions there are many possibilities. A request may desire a single effect or multiple but similar effects;
while the available services may be capable of providing a superset, a subset or
none of the desired effects. The availability of the above possibilities presents
different combinations that need to be addressed by the discovery process.
Moreover, the discovery process relies on the advertised description of services
which may not contain detailed information. Our interest in this dimension
is to extend discovery of services such that more complex networks of services
can be discovered. Also there is a need to accommodate the different possibilities for both requests and available services. One way that this can be
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achieved is to consider discovery as a composition problem.
To sum up, service discovery is comprised of the matchmaking and ranking
of services to select a single or combination of services to be invoked, from
a given set of available services [95]. In spite of the importance of service
discovery in service-orientation, use of advertised descriptions has received far
less attention. The counterpart concrete descriptions have been modelled for
all forms of composition operators ranging from sequential, concurrency (split,
split+join, unordered), choice, if-then-else, to looping (repeat-until, iterate).
Subsets of these constructs can be seen in BPEL [120], OWL-S [124], and [17]
among others. However, no such explicit modelling is available for discovery
of services. The very few noted efforts to model composition at discovery level
include [91]. However, the problem is not treated as a fully fledged composition
problem and therefore no composition constructs are defined.

1.2.4 Service construction and specification
Precisely, the automatic composition problem requires that given a request, a
set of services is selected and is glued together to satisfy that request. The automatic composition problem takes three specifications as input – the request,
a set of services (or where to find the services) and a composition mechanism
(algorithm) to put services together. So, composition processes differ on how
to specify and when to use the three elements. Three stages of service composition are identified by Yang and Papazoglou [175] as (i) planning, (ii) definition,
and (iii) implementation. Briefly, planning is about candidate services that
are discovered and checked for conformance and compatibility, definition is
about describing the composition specification, and implementation is about
binding to the actual services. Along the way, several sub-problems must
be resolved. A good demarcation of the sub-problems can be drawn from
[44, 131, 152, 175] as (1) service request description, (2) service matching and
compatibility checking, (3) description of service composition, and (4) service
execution monitoring and coordination. Consequently, the techniques to address each sub-problem and the order in which the sub-problems are addressed
are very important. The consequence of the techniques, order and separation
of the sub-problems are some of the deciding factors in the flexibility for an
end-to-end composition approach.
Three composition approaches generally exist, first identified by Yang and
Papazoglou as: semi-fixed composition, explorative composition, and fixed
composition (also called static composition [44]). The approaches represent
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three ways of satisfying a request. This is because a composite service represents a concrete version of the request. Also, we would like to point out that
there are many variations and improvements in between the two approaches.
Under automatic composition, we shall focus on explorative composition and
semi-fixed (semi-automatic) composition.
The first approach, semi-fixed composition is to statically decompose the
request into abstract sub-requests and specify a template that defines the
services needed and the interactions between the services. Templates such
as ec-schema [78], external schema [19], and goal service [178], reduce the
problem of automatic composition to that of finding services that fill the roles.
Template-based approaches predefine granularity of expected services and the
atomic services are those equivalent to the size of the roles defined in the
schema/template. The key assumption here is that the sub-requests can be
directly satisfied by atomic services. Precisely, template-based approaches
only support direct discovery.
Semi-fixed composition carries with it well-known limitations. First, initial
decomposition of a request into sub-requests is usually manual. It is not
clear to us how such decomposition can be carried out automatically or by
using heuristics. Secondly, the representation of the initial request is very
demanding for most users. It normally requires detailed schemas (see [178] for
graph representation, see [19, 132] for state machine representation, or [104]
for logically structured representation). Third, if no single service can satisfy
a sub-request, then the original composition fails. Note that there could be
smaller services that can be combined to fulfil the sub-request. On the positive
side, it is easy to think that semi-fixed composition puts less demand on the
composition process as opposed to explorative composition where the process
is tasked to compute the composition.
Explorative composition is much closer to planning in AI [64]. We think
that a good explorative composition approach should start with a high level
representation of a request and then build a network of services that satisfy the
request. One can agree to a certain extent that requests in this approach need
to be expressed in a declarative way so that the explorative composition behaves like a universal protocol for request realisation [7]. We would even go so
far as to say that, approaches that admit more abstract and fuzzy requests are
better than those that need more structured requests. Therefore, AI inspired
approaches fall in the category of explorative composition. A survey of AI
approaches to the composition process can be found in [141]. It is important
to mention works [4, 104], where a request specification language (XSRL) for
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encoding requests is described. As pointed out by [7], the language implicitly
encodes structure about how to realise the request. Therefore, XSRL admits
structured requests, although it can proceed in an almost explorative manner.
Another request language in this category is Composite Service Specification
Language (CSSL) [115]. CSSL gives a high level description of the desired
functionality.
Whereas explorative composition is attractive, its computational complexity is not very good news and is often NP (Non-Polynomial) or even undecidable (see [47] for an analysis). It is important to note that most complexity
measures on the automatic composition problem are specific to the encoding
used in modelling the composition problem. Variations of semi-structured and
explorative composition are seen in [178] and [20] respectively. In [178], at
each stage of the template, the results of the previous sub-request are used
to focus the request of the next sub-request. In [20], composition is done at
various levels of abstraction that allow more focused refinement at each stage.
Other than the flexibility and ability to reason about the construction of
services, other issues need to be considered. Particularly the representation
of the request affects the flexibility and computational complexity. One can
go on to say that the border between static composition, where concrete services are embedded into the composition, and a fully automated approach
is open for smooth and incremental enhancement. In between, we have semifixed automation that allows selection of sub-services that plug into predefined
structures to satisfy the sub-requests. Therefore, it is very interesting to see
how far automatic composition can be extended.
We would like to point out that so far, there is no clear link between service
discovery and construction using concrete services. More so, the introduction
of semantic web services makes it unclear how the discovered services can
be transformed into concrete services and service-oriented systems which can
be advertised for use by others. The construction of concrete service-oriented
systems has been modelled extensively using Finite State Machines [59], Petri
nets [123], Process Algebras [156], to mention but a few. However, it is very
hard to relate the construction process to the discovery of services and yet,
service discovery is a major component in service-orientation. Indeed there
is need for an end-to-end technique that demonstrates how a request can be
transformed into a concrete choreography or orchestration of services through
discovery.
Precisely, our interest in this dimension is to link the service discovery
process to the construction of concrete systems and specification of such sys-
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tems in a systematic manner. We aim at structured composition logic for
both intentional and extensional discovery of services. The target is to refine
the discovered (abstract) services to zoom in and model the operations and
internal message exchanges. The refined services form concrete execution semantics for the service-oriented system. The corresponding specifications are
then constructed in goal driven and reusable manner.
We would like to conclude this section by pointing out that the problem
of automatic composition can be considered as part of service discovery. The
rationale is that, from the user’s point of view, a service is returned for a given
request. It does not matter whether the service is composite or atomic. This
position is particularly important because it suggests that service compositions
should be transparently generated starting from a seemingly simple request.

1.3 Motivation
Nowadays, there is an increasing reliance on software systems by businesses
and individuals which has resulted into larger and more complex systems.
There is also a need to deliver flexible systems faster and easily. Consequently,
there is a desire for techniques in the discipline of software engineering to
cope with this demand. SOA enables software systems to possess desirable
attributes such as loose coupling, platform independence, inter-operability,
reusability, agility and several others. One can agree to a certain point that
the success of SOA is due to its support for software development that allows
direct integration of systems based on their descriptions. In its current form,
SOA provides a non formal means of adding applications to any system. A
new application can be added to a system based on the descriptions of the
new application and interactions to the system [121]. Thus, SOA has received
much interest due to the potential in facilitating seamless business-to-business
enterprise application-integration [1, 148]. On the other hand, SOA promises a
higher level of reuse through dynamic discovery and run-time binding. Indeed
software reuse is a fundamental driver for SOA; particularly as the complexity
and cost of software continues to escalate [72].
In the context of system building, a service-oriented system may be seen
as a collection of services interacting together by means of message exchanges
to achieve a given user request or goal. However, there are several concerns
when such systems are constructed out of independent services. The services
may not know about each other and therefore may not have been designed
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to work together at priori. Consequently, for such services to work together,
they first need to know about each other. Secondly, it is desirable that the
services to participate in a user goal be selected automatically. In addition, it is
important to reason about the construction of networks of services that satisfy
a user goal. Further, there is a need to select the best service to participate
in a user goal and a need to select the best network of services that satisfy
the user goal. Moreover, the autonomy of participating services may not be
violated.
With different instances of SOA, we expect that some challenges are generic
to service-orientation while others are specific to instances. At the level of
service-orientation, we need to formally represent services, represent user requests, and be able to reason about service invocations as well as their cumulative effect. To construct and reason about networks of services, the following
are some of the concerns that arise:
• We need to represent a service in a way that enables reasoning about
the intention of the construction and the data that is involved.
• We need to define a composition logic that allows one to reason about the
discovery of networks of services that can do a given task. For instance,
a user may be happy with alternative candidate services if the original
request can not be exactly fulfilled.
• We need to devise techniques to select the best services that can participate in a given task.
• There is a need to model the construction process and the resulting system in a systematic way. By systematic we mean a planned, reusable and
principled manner. This is particularly important to allow better services to replace old services or new services to be incrementally added to
existing systems without the need to reconstruct the entire specification
from all participating services.
Another problem with the domain of service-oriented computing is that
it is still a non-formal and simplistic approach with less theoretical underpinning to either software engineering or software architectures. SOA is mainly
built around practical languages such as WSDL, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), BPEL4WS, Web Service Choreography Description Language
(WS-CDL), OWL-S and WSMO [156] which carry with them known limitations such as lack of confidence [156]. Perhaps this explains some of the
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ad-hoc development methodologies [3, 16, 66] and faulty implementations
[108]. However, it has been pointed out [150] that it is increasingly becoming more difficult to ignore such issues because developers need to understand
the service-oriented paradigm from the architecture perspective in order to
leverage SOA implementations. A possible solution is to employ theoretical
models [173] such as automata, Petri nets and process algebra [156].
The above paragraph highlights the fact that the understanding of serviceorientation is still a bit limited. As a result, there is a need to establish
the exact relationship between service-oriented computing and other relatively mature approaches such as Component Based Software Engineering
(CBSE) [68, 161]. A good starting point is to establish those features and fundamental software engineering principles that are enhanced by service-oriented
architecture. The enhancements on the features carry the fingerprint for SOA
to make it a unique and attractive approach. Such features are important for
at least two reasons. First they improve the understanding of service-oriented
architecture as an architectural approach rather than a collection of technologies. Second, they facilitate the design of new instances of service-oriented
systems. This second reason is equally important because instances of SOA
reported in [30, 40, 153, 159] suggest a need to understand the requirements
for an approach to be considered SOA.
To sum up, the principles that underlie SOA encode the architecture nature
of SOA and provide a basis for its understanding and enhancement. We are
also motivated by the need to support the design of service-oriented systems
right from discovery to execution semantics then to specifications that can be
advertised for use by others. Moreover, the dynamic nature of service-oriented
systems requires more reusable means of writing specifications.

1.4 Research Questions
The general research objective is to improve the understanding and design of
service-oriented systems by providing an end-to-end approach starting from
flexible user requests through service discovery to concrete descriptions of
executable services. The specific questions are outlined below:
RQ 1 What is SOA and what qualifies an approach to be called an instance
of SOA?
RQ 1.1 What is general to all instances of SOA?
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RQ 1.2 How do instances of SOA differ?
RQ 1.3 What enhancements can be made to SOA?

RQ 2 How can we discover more complex networks of services that satisfy a
request?
RQ 2.1 How can we reason about the discovery of networks of services?
RQ 2.2 How can we select the best services to participate in the goal
service?
RQ 2.3 How can we select the best networks of services that satisfy a
request?
RQ 3 How do we extend discovered networks of services into actual execution
of services?
RQ 3.1 How do we refine advertised descriptions of services into concrete networks of services?
RQ 3.2 How do we integrate networks of services with the autonomous
and non-deterministic nature of the underlying services?
RQ 3.3 How to relate goal services to orchestration and choreography
of services?
The research questions have been formulated with the following paradigm in
mind: A service-oriented system consists of multiples of consumers, providers
and registries. The advertised description of the service in the registry is the
initial point of contact between a consumer and the provider. Therefore, construction of concrete service-oriented systems starts with discovery of services
based on the advertised descriptions.

1.5 Contributions
In this section, we state the contributions of this thesis.
• The research in this thesis presents an architecture analysis in form of a
viewpoint model. The analysis is based on a comparative study of the
enhancements made by service-oriented architectures on the fundamental software engineering principles. To capture the relation between SOA
and its instances, a 4-viewpoint model is presented. The model improves
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the understanding of SOA, makes it possible to distinguish instances of
SOA, and facilitates the design of new instances.
• We contribute a compositional logic for discovery and construction of
service-oriented systems. The composition logic considers service discovery as a composition problem. Considering discovery as a composition problem allows more extended forms of service discovery. The logic
provides a handle to reason about the intentional and extensional views
of services during the construction of networks of services that satisfy a
user request. The two views allow one to reason about the behaviour of
the resulting concrete service-oriented system.
• We contribute an approach for measuring the degree of match of services.
We are able to measure the level of similarity between a service and a
request. This enables one to select services to use in a goal request or to
replace a service that may be unavailable or unsuitable for some reason.
We would even go further to say that measuring similarity of services is
one of the main challenges in dynamic service-oriented systems.
• We present an approach for construction of service-oriented systems
starting from a relatively fuzzy user request through discovery to concrete execution semantics of autonomous services. The approach preserves the autonomy and accounts for the non-deterministic nature of
services. The approach shows how to refine abstract networks of services into concrete services that can be represented as a choreography
or an orchestration architecture.

1.6 Thesis Structure and Road Map
The thesis has been divided into seven chapters. This chapter (Chapter 1)
gives the background to the study, motivation and significance of the study.
It provides the basis, rationale and contributions made by our research.
Chapter 2 (Approach and Overview): In this chapter we describe and
justify the choice and approach used to address each of our concerns. Precisely,
we describe how the different sub-problems of the research are formulated.
Chapter 3 (Viewpoint Model for SOA and Service-oriented Systems (SOS)):
The focus of this chapter is to clarify and explain SOA from the perspective
of software engineering and software architectures. We give an architectural
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analysis of SOA in form of a 4-viewpoint model. We discuss how each viewpoint relates to SOA instances such as web services. The aim is to improve
the design and understanding of SOA. We identify possible enhancements to
improve the underlying principles of service-oriented design.
Chapter 4 (Composition Logic for Service Discovery): Here, we extend
the discovery of services by considering the location of services as a composition
problem. We define a composition model and service specification model. We
also define semantics for various composition operators. We take the view
that a good way to reason about service networks is to define the logic into
the compositional operators. Consequently, these operators serve as building
blocks during goal satisfaction.
Chapter 5 (Similarity Measure): This chapter presents a framework for
measuring the similarity of services. The approach is based on the well-known
similarity techniques in information retrieval. We present a similarly calculus
and heuristics for building network of services. Rather than target logical
equivalence that often leads to undecidability problems, we measure similarity
by looking at the quality of the implication between objects.
Chapter 6 (Goal System Refinement and Specification): This chapter
presents a reuse-driven, incremental and step-by-step methodology for specification of service-oriented systems. We show how to refine abstract services
after the discovery process into concrete service-oriented systems. The systematic approach allows new specifications to be built from existing specifications.
The research in this chapter also models the autonomy and non-deterministic
behaviour of services that participate in a service-oriented system.
Chapter 7 (Summary and Future Work): Last but not least, this chapter
gives a summary of the work presented in this thesis. It also gives some
pointers to the direction of the future work.

1.7 Summary
The motivation for our work is to improve the design and construction of
service-oriented systems. The contributions in this thesis can be seen at three
levels. First, an analysis of SOA in form of a viewpoint model is presented.
Second, an extended discovery approach that allows larger networks of services
to be discovered. Third, a refinement of the discovered services to provide executable semantics and corresponding specifications that can be advertised for
use by others. Overall, the contributions allow understanding, enhancement
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and design of service-oriented systems right from discovery to new specifications that can be published.
We start with a qualitative analysis of the service-oriented paradigm by
capturing the relation between generic SOA and its instances. The rationale
is that SOA embraces a set of principles that are realized by specific instances
such as web services. At the core of each instance, service composition and
means to reason about composition of hybrid services is still an open problem.
Specific instances such as web services face specific challenges that relate to
the intended platform. The concept of building software as a service for direct
use by others embodies what SOA is about. Web services are designed around
the same concepts while SOC is the embracing term for all the techniques
required to make SOA realizable. The work reported in this thesis is the first
effort to specifically relate SOA, SOC and different instances.
The grand objective of service-orientation is to assemble service-oriented
systems automatically. Indeed, service-oriented systems are a result of consuming various services. Therefore, on the design front we advocate for more
support at the discovery level. The primary reason among others is that most
drivers for service-orientation such as loose-coupling, reuse, autonomy and
extensibility coalesce around improved discovery of services. Moreover, the
published details about the service are intended to be the first point of contact between the service provider and consumer. For these reasons we model
discovery as a composition problem.
Particularly, we target the compositional behaviour of services through the
discovery process as they combine to form more powerful hybrid services. Our
discovery level composition logic enables extended discovery of services. To
support the discovery process, we provide means to select the most suitable
services. Once we have the abstract service, they are refined into concrete
executable semantics.
Finally, we extend our goal service construction approach to account for
possible non-deterministic and autonomous behaviour of services. The resulting specification can be advertised for use by others.
In a nutshell, our contribution supports the underlying concepts of SOA
to publish, discover and execute. Moreover we target automatic discovery and
construction as well as dynamic reconstruction of new services. The overall
contribution can be seen to provide an end-to-end approach starting from a
user request to orchestration/choreography of services through service discovery.
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Chapter 2

Approach and Overview
In this chapter we introduce and justify the different methodologies and tools
used in this study. Before we can outline our approach, we shall first provide the operational definitions for a service, service-oriented system and web
services as used throughout the thesis. The rest of the chapter is organised
as follows. We start by introducing the operational definitions and concepts
in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2, we give an overview of the viewpoint model.
Section 2.3 justifies the composition logic and choice of formalism used. In
Section 2.4, we give an overview of our service selection techniques. Section
2.5 gives an overview of the goal specification and refinement. We end with
remarks on the overall presentation in Section 2.6.

2.1 Definitions and Concepts
This section explores the operational definitions of the key concepts and issues
in service-orientation as used in this thesis.

2.1.1 SOA and Service
First of all, let us try to understand when a system is said to be serviceoriented. The term service-oriented system is used to refer to an application
that is partitioned into services that interact directly in a manner that is independent of individual context. Context is used here to refer to dependencies
between participating services. Any context must me explicitly defined and
maintained by the service-oriented application. The term service is used to
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refer to an autonomous set of functionality that exposes a resource for use by
others and is invoked directly under the conditions it specifies.
The concepts in the above two definitions are based on those given by [10,
119]. The closest definition of the term service as used here, defines a service as
“a set of functionality provided by one entity for the use of others” [10]. This
definition is a good one. First, it accounts for some of the unique features
associated with SOA. Second, it distinguishes service-oriented architecture
from approaches such as Common Gateway Interface (CGI) [71] and CBSE.
In CGI, the functionality is accessed through web servers while in CBSE,
components live within specific component frameworks. Nevertheless, direct
use of services should be emphasized. In both cases of CBSE and CGI the
interaction between entities is not direct.
It has been noted that at an abstract level of SOA, a service is characterized
by openness, reusability and composability [134]. One should note here that
service-oriented architecture is realized by a specific instance and the above
properties are qualified by corresponding instances. The main qualifier is the
platform for which the service-oriented architecture instance is intended.
Two perspectives on a service are expressed in the literature [135]: business and technical. They differ in visibility and context. Technical services,
unlike business services, are not tied to any context. The technical perspective
is looking for efficient, reusable, long-lived services and technical functionality
is best optimized when the context is static. Meanwhile business perspective
is working in fluid contexts, looking to exploit market opportunities and expecting business services to come in existence or be reconfigured as necessary.
At the enterprise level, a service is more of a business terminology than
computing. The choice of granularity of software to encapsulate into a service
is usually a business decision with intent to provide value to the potential
consumers. Services could also be used for structuring purposes. With this
possibility, SOC allows existing legacy systems to be part of larger complex
software webs that can be accessed by other software. However, a challenge
arises when there is need to capture both technical and business issues in
the same service. Within an enterprise, low level services are more technical
and the structuring is guided by flexibility in defining higher level business
services. At the inter-organizational level, small business focussed services
became building primitives for larger systems.
To the consumer, a service is a black-box which hides the internal structures. The consumer only knows how to use the service. In this view, a
service is the observable behaviour of a system (the service provider) in terms
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of the interactions that may occur at the interfaces between the system and
the environment and the relationships between these interactions [140, 163].
In terms of software architecture, the architecture building blocks of SOC
are services [128]. Services are the computational elements exposed in a manner that allows flexible and uniform access. The elements provide a consistent
way of connecting to each other through well defined interfaces. The services
then interact through message exchanges.

2.1.2 Web Services
Web services [11, 46, 50, 58] are the most promising and successful instance
of SOA. A Web service is a set of functionality that can be invoked directly
over the Web. Web services are characterized by the Web and the Internet as
the underlying infrastructure. Consequently, the web services infrastructure
is compatible with the underlying Web and Internet principles and infrastructure. In this way, the introduction of web services on the Internet transforms
the Web into both a distributed giant repository of services and a computing
platform.
The facts pointed out in the above paragraph explain why web service
applications provide the means to support both Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
interactions and Business-to-Business (B2B) collaborations [13] which are distributed over the Internet. The platform independent nature of the Internet
makes web services a realistic choice to bridge between heterogeneous distributed computing platforms. Perhaps it is for this reason that the vision
of web services has been summarized as to offer a distributed computing environment where autonomous applications interact using standard Internet
technologies [13].
In terms of enabling technologies, it is evident from the literature [37, 48,
148], that the web service model builds upon existing industry standardization
efforts centred around eXtensible Markup Language (XML) [35, 38]. These
standards make up the web services technology stack (see Figure 2.1). Each
layer in the stack defines a logical functionality (also called protocol) and
interacts with other layers to build a fully functional web service. These
protocols enable development of functional web services in accordance to the
web service roles of provider, requester and publisher. The possible layers and
their functions of the basic web service architecture is indicated in Figure 2.1
(adopted from [61]).
XML is a vendor, platform, and language neutural data model. SOAP is
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Figure 2.1. Web service technology stack

a language and platform neutral messaging protocol that adopts XML as the
marshalling format. It is argued that SOAP can work with virtually all other
protocols including File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP). However most SOAP applications use Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [19]. In addition to the above standards, there is an
avalanche of Web Service (WS)* specifications; WS-Reliable Messaging [169],
WS-Security [169], WSCI [8], WS-Coordination [79], WS-Transaction [80]
and so on. These support issues ranging from security, coordination, transactions and etcetera that were initially considered not crucial to web services.
It is quick to note that none of the technologies in Figure 2.1 are programming languages. The choice of the technology is to facilitate and define
interaction between software systems that may differ in the underlying implementations. The technology stack is synonymous with web services presumably because any software system (including legacy systems) can be turned
into a web service by applying the technology stack. This is a common cause
of confusion to what web services really represent.
The technology stack has also been referred to as the web service architecture, a view that contradicts the conventional definition of software architectures [81, 136]. Furthermore, the protocols are scattered in different
specifications with no clear relation among them. Web services therefore lack
a minimalistic protocol set that must be associated and supported by all web
services. Although it is noted that web services belong to SOA, it is not
clear what they share with SOA. Our preliminary answers to this question are
presented in [83, 84].
Web services face several challenges. The key challenges stem from the
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fragile nature of the Internet. Not surprising, most of the implementations
have been in Intranets rather than the internet where formal web services
originated [143, 173]. It has been noted by [173], that the overwhelming
number of particularly WS-* standards as work-around solution is a sign of
lack of a rigorous software architectural approach. This observation is inline
with [156] made at the level of service-orientation with no regard to individual
instances.

2.2 Architecture Analysis
The need to understand and enhance the design of service-oriented systems
has been formulated into a set of viewpoints [81, 98] that make the viewpoint
model as depicted in Figure 2.2. A viewpoint represents the overall system
from a specific perspective and represents a set of concerns in relation to one
or more stakeholders.
conceptual
Design

horizontal
refinement
concrete systems

vertical
refinement

vertical
refinement

Viewpoint Model

Views
horizontal
refinement

Figure 2.2. Architecture analysis based on viewpoints and views

For abstract architectures that do not represent a concrete executable system, the viewpoints capture the generic nature of the architectures. Then
instantiating the viewpoints with specific details reflect the specific instances.
The relation between views and viewpoints is indicated by the horizontal refinement from the bottom left to the right in Figure 2.2. Given that the same
viewpoints can be refined into specific views that relate to specific instances,
then the viewpoint model captures the relation between the abstract architecture and its instances.
A vertical refinement, from bottom left upwards, can be obtained by de-
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scribing more details that must be specified by all instances. Consequently,
continued refinement in the vertical direction leads to a conceptual architecture that directly relates to concrete systems in different instances. Within
the same instance, a vertical refinement from the bottom right upwards leads
to a concrete system in that instance. This form of deriving concrete systems
from views is called the view based approach [158].
Finally, a study on the possible implications when more detailed viewpoints
are instantiated reveals some of the properties that underlie the generic architecture. Conceptually, the above idea is similar to that suggested by Garlan
[63] in form of style based refinement. The initial viewpoint point is arrived at
by analysing the drivers of the generic architecture together with the different
instances.

2.3 Composition Logic for Service Discovery
In our setup, services are modelled as a pair of predicates. Next we shall
briefly reflect on some of the definitions and notations used.

2.3.1 Predicate Logic: Notation
We shall call an ordered list of values a sequence. A tuple over the sets
X1 , X2 , . . . Xn is a sequence (x1 , x2 , . . . xn ) such that xi ∈ Xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The set of all tuples is called the cartesian product of X1 , X2 , . . . Xn and is
denoted as X1 × X2 × . . . Xn .
A relation rel over X1 , X2 , . . . Xn is subset of the cartesian product X1 ×
X2 × . . . Xn expressed as rel ⊆ X1 × X2 × . . . Xn . If (x1 , x2 , . . . xn ) ∈ rel,
then we also denote this as rel(x1 , x2 , . . . xn ). A binary relation over X and
Y consists of a set of 2-tuples only. We call X the domain of the relation and
Y its range. In the specific cases of a binary relation we use;
rel

rel(a, b) , ha, bi ∈ rel which we also denote as: a −−→ b.
We call a the original and b its image.
A function is a binary relation such that if x is in the domain then it
has a unique image in that relation. A function is total if each value of the
range actually occurs as an image. On the other hand, partial functions are
functions whose value has not been defined for certain values from the domain.
A predicate is a 2-valued function whose range is false or true.
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We will consider a world V of variables, and U of values. We shall briefly
introduce the notion of envelope to model communication between services.
An envelope is a holder for the information to be sent from one service to the
other. The values in the envelopes are earmarked by a name to qualify its
meaning. We will see an envelope as a partial function; e : V 7→ U.

2.3.2 Problem formulation for extended discovery
The extended discovery of services, expressed as a composition problem is
formulated as follows:
st(S) ⊆ (V 7→ U) × (V 7→ U).
st(S) is the extensional view of a service S. An intentional description of a
service S is set tr(S) of pairs of predicates, such that:
(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ⇔ ∃(P,Q)∈tr(S) [e |= P ∧ f |= Q] ,
where e and f are envelopes, P and Q are predicates. P is the precondition
and Q is the postcondition.
The precondition describes the applicability of a service and therefore represents the set of all states from which the service may be invoked. The
postcondition describes the way in which the state of the world is changed
after the invocation of a service and may depend on the values of the input
envelope. Starting with given a set S of base services, it is inductively defined
as follows:
• each base service S is a service
• if S1 and S2 are services, then also
• (S1 ; S2 ) for concatenation,
• (S1 , S2 ) for choice
• (S1 ≻ S2 ) preferential choice
At this level of composition, we restrict the composition operators to sequence, choice, and preferential. Other operators such as split+join are implicitly modelled by different sequences that satisfy the request. The underlying
services combine in a sequence, choice or preferential manner. Then, service
discovery as a composition problem is formulated as follows:
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Given an input condition P re and an output condition P ost, find
the set of services that can transform P re into P ost, that is, the
subset

n

o

S ∈ S | ∃(P,Q)∈tr(S) [P re ⇒ P ∧ Q ⇒ P ost] .

In this thesis we adopt the notation {P re}S{P ost} commonly known as
the Hoare’s triple [74], where P re is the precondition, P ost is the postcondition
and S is the service involved. The statement {P re}S{P ost} asserts that if
P re is true, then the invocation of service S will bring about P ost. Obviously,
we are interested in the most general description of service, such that any
other more specific description is included. Such a description is called the
weakest description. So, the predicate P re in {P re}S{P ost} is the weakest
precondition and P ost is the strongest conclusion. In the logic of Dijkstra [42],
the service is being modelled as the weakest precondition transformer.

2.4 Selecting Services
To construct services in an automatic manner, services must be discovered
first. To discover a service, one must compare what is required with what
is available. Consequently, one would want to measure the Degree of Match
(DoM) between the request and the available services. In our setup, the extended discovery problem requires to solve the operators of the form e |= P
and P ⇒ Q, where P and Q are predicates. When applied to a request and
a service, they establish whether an input or output envelope satisfy the service precondition or output condition. In our formulation, as we shall later
explain, the request and the services to be discovered are both represented as
predicates.
To resolve |= and ⇒, we introduce a similarity function Sim(X1 , X2 ), to
measure the quality of implication between objects X1 and X2 which may
represent a request, a service description, constraint or goal service. For the
individual attributes, we rely on domain functions to establish the similarity
of two values.
The notion of similarity originates from Information Retrieval [162], and
is not new to service-orientation, particularly web services. Variations of
similarity techniques for various sub-problems in web services can be seen
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in [9, 95, 114, 151] to mention but a few. Our focus is functional similarity for
the discovery of services.

2.5 Goal Service Specification and Refinement
A service has a definite structure characterized by the messages it inputs/outputs, the actions that it defines, the behaviour of actions it supports, and the
relation between its actions and those of underlying services if any.
The refinement of abstract services is introduced by an explicit notion of
activity and traces. An activity is a meaningful execution of a set of operations
in a given sequence. The activity has been modelled as a set of traces. The
set of traces make a tree, whose root is an empty trace.
The tail of the traces marks the input envelops while the head of the traces
marks the output envelopes. The complete traces form the most extensional
execution semantics of a service. Once we have the complete execution semantics, then we write a corresponding specification to be advertised for use
by others.
We think that a good way to write service specifications should keep the
structure of services. The approach proposed here is guided by three principles.
First, the process of constructing a service-oriented system is the process of
consuming services [19]. Second, in agreement with [100], we want to keep the
concept of service at the centre of the construction (design) process. So, we
would like to keep a clear view of the consumer and provider entities in the
entire process. Third, we would like to support the autonomy and reactive
nature of services as much as we can. Our key guiding factor here is that
services combine on the basis of what they provide independently but not on
the basis of what they offer to each other.
In our case, on top of ensuring that all the execution semantics are represented, we account for all messages that may be generated by the autonomous
services which participate in the service-oriented system. This is particularly
important because, internally, services exhibit some level of nondeterminism.
Therefore, any system that relies on such services must be able to know what
to do should any of the messages be generated. We relate each of the traces to
orchestration and choreography of services by introducing service mediators
into the traces.
To summarise, we extend abstract services by unfolding the internal traces
in each service. The complete traces represent the execution semantics of a
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service to satisfy a given request.

2.6 Overall Presentation
Except for Chapter 3 where our contribution is qualitative, the rest of the
contributions and approach are expressed formally. For the case of Chapter
TM
3, we have used two instances of SOA; web services and JINI [153, 167] to
concretise our ideas. In each case, we have discussed our approach in relation
to related literature we are aware of.
For Chapters 4, 5 and 6, where a more formal approach is taken, we have
used several examples to make our ideas solid. The examples chosen are mainly
those that have been used elsewhere to explain similar or related concepts in
service-orientation. In each section we provide more focussed related work and
a discussion with respect to specific concerns.
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Viewpoint model for SOA and SOS
This chapter presents a 4-viewpoint model for SOA and Service-Oriented Systems (SOS). The model aims to capture the structure, underlying design of
SOS, and relation between SOA and its instances. Part of this work has been
published as [83] and [84]. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
Section 3.1 provides an overview of Chapter 3 followed by a description of
SOA and its instances in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 gives a description of the
viewpoints followed by Section 3.4 in which we illustrate how the viewpoints
capture the instances of SOA. In Section 3.5, we describe challenges in creating SOA instances. In Section 3.6 we discuss possible enhancements on SOA
and propose a design approach based on viewpoints in Section 3.7. Related
work is presented in Section 3.8 and a conclusion is given in Section 3.9.

3.1 Overview
There are several proposals for different instances of SOA that target different
domains. These include web services, Service-Oriented Device Architecture
(SODA) [40], Platform as a Service (PaaS) [30], Service-Oriented Operating
TM
Systems (SOOS) [159], and JINI
[153, 167] to mention but a few. The
emergence of different instances of SOA when viewed in light of architectural
properties encode what characterizes SOA. The common features that generalize an instance as SOA are considered to reveal a set of desirable principles. At
the same time, the individual differences between instances show features that
are either missing, abstracted or under-specified in SOA. Therefore, to improve the understanding of service-orientation, we need to capture the generic
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nature of SOA and how it relates to the instances. Capturing the relation
between SOA and the instances is reasonable in many ways. First, there is a
need to underline what qualifies any approach as an instance of SOA. Second,
an explicit relation between SOA and its instances would guide the design of
new instances.
In addition, the relation between SOA and the instances provides a basis for
understanding the key principles that underly SOA. Indeed, Booch [23] points
out that the fundamentals of software engineering such as good abstractions,
good separation of concerns never go out of style and there is always a chance to
improve on them. Certainly, principles that relate to the structure, interaction
and rationale of service-orientation facilitate the understanding and design
of SOS. The aim is to establish and analyze the enhancements on the key
principles. Moreover, by understanding the underlying principles and how
they relate to the nature of SOA, we can identify key elements of serviceorientation whose enhancement has more impact on the overall architecture.
Further, the underlying principles and how they have been enhanced in SOA
can help to understand the distinction between SOA, its predecessors and
other advances in software architectures.
Throughout our exposition, the viewpoints, SOA, SOS, instances and design of concrete service-oriented systems should be understood in the context
of Figure 3.1. As indicated in the figure, the viewpoints capture the essence of
SOA and can be refined in two directions; horizontally or vertically. Horizontal
refinement provides details for the viewpoint to define a new instance of SOA.
On the other hand, vertical refinement sees each viewpoint as an abstract representation, where more details can be included in the viewpoint. Generally,
vertical refinement is carried out in several steps, called a view-based approach
as proposed by [158]. Here we focus on the horizontal refinement and the vertical refinement that move from the bottom left of Figure 3.1. Obviously, some
remarks can be made on the other two refinements in the Figure 3.1.
Different stakeholders are normally interested in specific aspects of a system. Therefore, we explain how different stakeholders relate to the Viewpoint
Model. Further, we explain how the viewpoints relate to the design of SOS.
We then present a design approach based on the viewpoints while keeping
the underlying principles in mind. Certainly, some of the underlying principles can be traced in the predecessors of SOA and other advances in software
architectures. The most acknowledged predecessor of SOA is perhaps CBSE
and associated Component Models. Fortunately, each architecture is a consequence of a set of drivers that guide its evolution. Therefore, SOA shares some
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Figure 3.1. Viewpoint Model, Refinement, SOS, SOA and Instances

drivers with the predecessors, and addresses additional concerns. In this regard, a good way to capture the nature of SOA and the instances is to start by
looking at its architecture drivers. Then the drivers guide our choice of viewpoints and stakeholders. Through the viewpoint model and views, we capture
the generic nature of SOA, explain commonality and differences between the
instances, as well as understand the design of SOS.
Precisely, the following contributions are made in this chapter; (1) We
improve the understanding of SOA both by architecture analysis and design,
(2) We suggest enhancements that can be made to improve SOA, (3) The
viewpoint model provides a basis for design of new instances of SOA. (4)
We describe a design approach that builds on the viewpoints to enhance the
principles that underly SOA.

3.2 SOA and the Instances
The focus of this section is to capture the relation between SOA and its instances. Without doubt, web services is an instance of SOA [6, 12, 18], while
other instances such as SODA (Service-Oriented Device Architecture) [40],
PaaS(Platform as a Service) [30], SOOS (Service-Oriented Operating Systems) [159] are emerging. However, we need to answer some questions such as:
(1) Which properties do they inherit from SOA? (2) What makes web services
different from other instances? (3) What is shared by all instances of SOA?
We seek to answer these questions by using architecture viewpoints [81].
Viewpoints are a specification of the conventions for constructing and using
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views. In other words, the viewpoints provide a blueprint for views. Thus,
by providing viewpoint specification for SOA, different instances can fill in
details thereby creating views. In this context, the SOA viewpoints provide
a good way of expressing the relationship between SOA and the instances.
Instances such as web services provide the views based on the SOA viewpoint
Model. The instances inherit and realise the structure expressed in terms of
viewpoints. This relationship facilitates understanding of SOA and principled
design of new SOA instances. Analogous to more formal literature, the relationship between a viewpoint and view can be considered as a ‘function’ that
assigns values to the viewpoint. In this setting, the viewpoints capture the
general essence of SOA, while the views show the details of instances.
Before we can present the viewpoint model, there is need to first understand the drivers for SOA and its instances. We discuss the relation in the
next subsection.

3.2.1 Drivers for service-orientation and instances
Like most other architectures, SOA emerged due to limitations in existing
approaches. These limitations create a need for a new architecture approach
and become the driving force behind its success. More precisely, the limitations in the predecessors become special purpose concerns to be addressed
by the emerging architecture. In the case of SOA, the special purpose concerns (drivers) include extensibility, flexibility, connectivity and interoperability [135]. Other drivers, similar in many aspects, are presented in [150].
Attempts to address some of these concerns are evident in Component Models such as CORBA [121]. However, the emphasis in Components and CBSE
methodologies is mainly directed towards enabling distributed computing with
little attention to enterprise computing and associated dynamics. That is, they
focus on low-level semantics that do not scale to enterprise systems. Indeed,
one can easily notice that the drivers of SOA as identified by [135, 150] are
more pronounced at enterprise level computing. For instance, there are more
heterogeneous applications at enterprise level and therefore increased need for
interoperability. At the same time, business requirements create more demand
for flexible systems at enterprise level.
At the core, SOA is an abstract architecture that does not represent a
concrete system but a collection of systems that guarantee a set of architectural properties. To achieve a particular blend of architecture properties, an
architecture must be designed in a particular style. Therefore, the architecture
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properties translate into an architecture framework or style. The framework
(abstract architecture), serves as a guide in the construction of systems that
satisfy its drivers. SOA is interpreted in this respect. As an abstract architecture, SOA can be instantiated into more concrete architectures. Finally, a
realisation of the software architecture is obtained. The architecture realisation must satisfy its drivers as depicted in Figure 3.2. The relation between an
abstract architecture and its realisation is one-to-many. For instance, CORBA
Component Model (CCM) is realised by Component Object Model (COM),
Distributed COM (DCOM) and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [41]. In general, component models define a framework where components live [75], and
our interpretation of this concept is that instances of SOA define realisations
where specific classes of services live. Such realisations carry common features
that belong to the same abstract architecture.
Architecture
drivers

influences

Architecture
properties

satisfies

Specific
architecture
drivers

satisfies

Architecture
realisation
(Instances)

defines

SOA
implemented

Figure 3.2. SOA concerns (drivers), architecture realisation

The Architecture properties are attributes that characterise an architecture. They include properties such as loose-coupling, modularity, agility and
interoperability that are desirable to address the different architecture drivers.
These attributes are usually required in different proportions. At the same
time, some attributes are trade-offs for other attributes and therefore cannot be simultaneously positively realised. The concepts represented in Figure
3.2 are related to the ideas in the Architecture Methodology [173] called the
software architecture factory. However, we devote our attention to abstract
software architectures. The intention is to keep at the same level of abstraction
as SOA.
The emergence and specification of SOA is shaped by the global picture
of an enterprise computing environment; an environment where flexible, open
and interoperable architectures are preferred. To provide such an environ-
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ment, SOA addresses the concerns at the architecture level by refining and
enhancing the features from its predecessors. Although SOA drivers such as
flexibility, reuse, and interoperability have more to do with software services,
they have been considered relevant for hardware resources as well. Perhaps
this explains the emergence of SOA instances that seek to inherit such properties for hardware based services. Instances such as SODA, PaaS and JINI
see an opportunity for more flexibility and reuse for a variety of resources.

3.2.2 Existing and emerging instances of SOA
Let us now take a closer look at both the emerging and more mature instances
of SOA. Table 3.1 provides a description of some of the instances of SOA.
Without doubt, some of the instances in Table 3.1 address related concerns in
terms of domain. Our first impression is that the instances can be split over
the domain of hardware or software as the target resource. However, more
similarities and differences, particularly those that relate to architecture can
be captured by an explicit relation between SOA and the instances. Next we
define a 4-viewpoint model to capture the similarities, differences and design
of service-oriented systems.

3.3 A 4-Viewpoint Model
We propose a 4-viewpoint model to express the concerns of SOAs both in its
fundamental nature and instances that are derived. The viewpoints are based
on the core principles of SOA and the concerns that need to be captured by
different instances. In addition, we draw valuable lessons from web services as
the most developed instance of SOA. Further, we rely on Clements et al. [32]
who suggest how to think about a system to obtain appropriate viewpoints.
Our primary target is to capture what is common to all instances such that
each view covers issues pertinent to SOA but can be refined by instances. Overall, the viewpoints guide the specification, usage, composition and execution of
services that share a common set of properties. Therefore, the four viewpoints
correspond to Conceptual, Infrastructure, Role and Behaviour. Each viewpoint
appeals to a cross section of stakeholders. A summary of the viewpoints in
terms of stakeholders and their concerns is given in Table 3.2. The viewpoints
are grouped into two categories that facilitate understanding of (i) SOA and
(ii) SOA systems. The first category that we call global viewpoints addresses
the general SOA and includes the conceptual and infrastructure views. The
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Description

Domain

Java network technology
of Sun Micro Systems.
Focus on dynamic access
to enterprise devices

Hardware devices as the
main resource. Target
domain is enterprise environment

OSGA [56, 57]

Open grid services architecture. Aim is to create a common computing
platform

computing
resources
such processor power

SODA [40]

Service-oriented device
architecture.
Focus
on he boundary layer
between the physical
devices
and
digital
realms. It is hoped to
link physical devices to
software services.

Hardware and software

PaaS [30]

service-oriented in computing
infrastructure.
Focuss is to support orchestration, visualization
of computer network and
storage resources.
It
also targets hardware
resources and aims turn
Platform as a Service
(PaaS)

Hardware and software
in perhaps enterprise
networks

SOOS [159]

Service-Oriented
ating System

operating systems and
targets access to operating system resources

Web Services[38, 69, 165]

uniform access to applications over the internet

JINI

TM

[153, 167]

Oper-

software
net/Web

over

Inter-

Table 3.1. Emerging instances of SOA

second category called specific viewpoints addresses systems that have been
developed based on SOA. The specific viewpoints target understanding of individual systems while global viewpoints target the understanding of SOA and
its instances. Next we discuss each of the viewpoints.
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viewpoint

stakeholder

concerns

Conceptual

architects, managers

modelling high level view of
service-oriented systems

Infrastructure

developers, architects

technology choice,
view of services

Role

service providers and consumers

business modelling

Behavioural

integrator, providers

message exchange patterns,
data and control flow

uniform

Table 3.2. A 4-Viewpoint Model for SOA: concerns and stake holders

3.3.1 Conceptual viewpoint
Our first viewpoint is the conceptual viewpoint. This is a fairly common
architecture viewpoint that is synonymous with SOA [69, 73, 120, 137, 155].
According to Papazoglou [128], the basic SOA is not an architecture only about
services, it is a relationship of three kinds of participants: the service provider,
the service discovery agency, and the service consumer (see Figure 3.3). In
terms of architecture, the three entities are considered first-class architecture
elements in SOA. We shall also refer to the consumer, provider or registry as
base entities.
Service Provider

Service Consumer
Requests
(Abstract Service)

invoke/bind

Concrete
Services

Registry
find

Abstract
Services

publish

Figure 3.3. Conceptual viewpoint

The interactions between entities start with the service provider publishing
the existence of a service in some registry, followed by a service consumer
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finding the service by querying the service registry. The service consumer
then binds directly to the service provider. This translates to the publish –
find – bind architecture pattern. The task of realising this pattern is left to
different instances. We consider this viewpoint conceptual because it exists
with no regard to specific applications or technology.
The provider-consumer concept is central to service-oriented architecture
and the conceptual viewpoint is the foundation of SOA. It is the top level view
of all service-oriented systems. Working at this level, one can only understand
SOS in terms of the number and location of each of the base entities. The
importance of the number and/or location of service providers and registries
in the design of service-oriented systems has been demonstrated by Zhu [179].
In principle, Zhu relies on the conceptual viewpoint to define four ‘fundamental architectures for services’ as (1) centralized service centre, (2) distributed
service centre, (3) distributed service providers with centralized registry and
(4) distributed service providers and service registries. It is expected that
these architectures are applicable to all service-oriented instances. For this
reason, we consider the conceptual viewpoint to be more useful for modelling
SOA and instances. It can therefore be argued that at the design phase of
service-oriented systems, managers and architects are more interested in the
number of each of the elements in the conceptual viewpoint, as well as their
locations. Thus, we consider managers and architects as the key stakeholders.
An immediate vertical refinement of the conceptual viewpoint, as indicated by the shaded area in Figure 3.3, reveals the structure of the entities.
The requests can be regarded as abstract representation of the service to be
discovered, while the registry stores abstract representation of the services to
be invoked. The providers become concrete services that are invoked. This
level of refinement is particularly important. If the base entities can be seen
as abstract services at different levels of abstraction, then they can be used
for different purposes. Consequently, varying the level of abstraction for each
entity has significant impact on its usages and overall properties of SOS. As
a quick illustration, take a case of web services, particularly the OWL-S and
WSMO specifications. In web services, ‘discovery level’ composition is possible by using the published view of the services. In WSMO, an explicit notion
of Goal service and Goal composition to deal with abstracted requests is introduced. On the part of OWL-S, they assume the same level of abstraction
for both requests and advertised services.
We would like to note the significance of the registry in dealing with requests and published services. It is expected that different instances of SOA
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will permit varying levels of details for the request and publication of services.
However, regardless of the level of details permitted, a registry must facilitate
the discovery of services. In a way, the refinement gap between the request
and the abstract views of services in the registry is bridged by the discovery
process. Even within the same instance such as web services, the effect of
allowing more details for the request and or registry has an impact on the
SOA in terms of satisfying its drivers. The refinement gap between a user
request plus the actual details in the request and published service seem to
have adverse effects on the design of end-to-end concrete SOS.
In brief, the conceptual viewpoint captures the essence of service-oriented
architectures and any approach that shows this structure should be considered
service-oriented. On the other hand, the conceptual viewpoint(s) can be used
to show a high level architecture of a service-oriented system. Indeed a typical
service-oriented system comprises of multiples of the entities in the conceptual
viewpoint.

3.3.2 Infrastructure viewpoint
The key distinguishing factor between SOA instances is the infrastructure that
enables the conceptual viewpoint. This infrastructure defines the platform for
the SOA instance. The current practices in web services indicate that the
infrastructure is a set of technologies that complement each other. Generally,
all SOA instances are realised by a collection of protocols in a form of technologies. In fact one can go on to say that the infrastructure reflects the target
domain for the service-oriented instances. Precisely, the infrastructure aims to
achieve two things. First, to support the conceptual viewpoint. Secondly, to
provide a uniform view and access to services. Based on the above reasons, we
can identify the minimal infrastructure needed for a service-oriented instance.
We refer to this minimal infrastructure as the infrastructure viewpoint.
The key components in the infrastructure are identified along the core
platform requirements to support SOA. In Figure 3.4, we identify the infrastructure elements required by all instances of SOA. Views generated out of this
viewpoint indicate the specific technologies associated with the SOA instance.
We identify the following infrastructure components whose contribution is implied by their names:- (i) service interaction, (ii) service structure and (iii)
communication infrastructure (see Figure 3.4). Views for the infrastructure
viewpoint such as Web service technology stack can be seen as a model, or
interpretation of the conceptual viewpoint.
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Specifies means to build networks of services
that combine to deliver added value services
Specifies how to define what constitutes a
service

Communication
Infrastructure

Specifies low level details that include ‘wire’
protocols and how to invoke a service

Figure 3.4. SOA infrastructure viewpoint

The views created from this viewpoint, specify concrete technologies that
enable the publish-find and bind paradigm. The specific technologies are a
reflection of the intended domain and usage of the SOA instance. It can
therefore be argued that the infrastructure for each instance uniquely identifies and characterises an instance. As seen from web services, the choice of
technologies is dictated by the domain and the goal of the SOA instance. For
instance, web services are implemented by a set of XML standards, a de facto
language for the web.
By providing the relevant set of technologies, an SOA instance is created.
The technologies are optimized for the target platform. Optimization here is
seen in terms of the ability to abstract the heterogeneities within the target
domain and enable services to be consumed in a seamless manner. Take a case
of web services which is an SOA instance that targets the Internet as the mode
of delivery. It requires standards that hide heterogeneity in platforms across
the Internet. Similarly, a simple SOA instance that is perhaps part of an
operating system for accessing devices will require standards that present the
devices in a uniform way. A typical example is UNIX where everything is a file.
Given that SOA hides details through standards, we can say that the choice
of standards by different instances aims to hide specific incompatibilities.
We have portrayed this viewpoint in a layered fashion because all of the
three main layers complement each other in a layered style. The communication infrastructure deals with low level communication issues such as transport
protocols. The service structure enables creation and structuring the services.
This is very important because services are uniformly structured and accessed
in any instance of SOA. The topmost layer deals with service composition
issues. In terms of architecture, it implies that standards play a critical role.
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Through use of standards, protocols and common vocabulary, the differences
in participants are abstracted thereby allowing all the participants to appear
uniform to the consumers. Indeed, abstraction inspired by infrastructure does
not fix heterogeneity, but simply hides the causes. The systems and technologies in the background remain heterogeneous [149] but their interfaces and
collaborations are standardized. The choice of standards is left to different
instances of SOA.
According to [5], the protocols and standards that enable technology abstraction should be suitable and intuitive for application developers that develop and maintain applications in different technology domains. In particular
Curbera et al.[38] points out that a key goal of WS framework is to produce a
common representation of applications which use diverse communication protocols and interaction models while at the same time enabling Web services
to take advantage of more efficient protocols when they are available at both
ends of the interaction.
In short, the infrastructure viewpoint represents a deliberate intention of
the SOA instance. Such details are more relevant to the architects of different
instances as well as developers that use the instances. We therefore consider
architects and developers as the key stakeholders.

3.3.3 Role viewpoint (advertised viewpoint)
The Role viewpoint comprises of details that are intended for the discovery
of the service. We see the role viewpoint from two perspectives. The first
perspective is at the instance level. All instances of SOA must provide means
to specify and advertise the services. It follows that, instances may share the
same domain but provide for varying levels of details and means to advertise
the services. Therefore, the role viewpoint is able to refine the differences
between instances that operate in the same domain. Here, the domain refers
to the same type of resources that are targeted by the SOA instance. The
second perspective is at the level of individual services that can be defined
within an instance. Certainly, the advertised view of the service represents
the underlying service. It conceals those details that are not relevant during
discovery of services.
We would like to point out that in the design of service-oriented systems,
the advertised version of the service defines what can be done during the discovery of services. Any details needed to find a service are contained in this
viewpoint. For example, in web services where a service may be augmented
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with semantic information, such details are part of the role viewpoint. Further, the advertisement of services is a responsibility of a service provider and
therefore, a provider may provide many but related services. In this case, each
service is advertised as a role, where the role represents a unit of service that
can be used in manner that is independent of the other parts of the service.
The role provides a meaningful business task that can be performed. In Figure
3.5, we indicate the details that may be captured by all instances. We also
expect specific instances to refine the details, and it can be further refined by
concrete systems within an instance.
Profile: description about the service
provider : Service owner
domain : specific domain of the service
Inputs/Outputs: Inputs and outputs
Conditions: External conditions about the service
< instance specific details>
<service specific details>
Figure 3.5. advertised viewpoint across SOA instances

When a role is defined, it may have many internal operations that have
to be invoked to perform a task. Therefore, the operations exposed in the
advertised view of the service need not be invoked at once to meet a user
requirement. As a quick illustration, consider a bookstore that is exposed
as a service with operations getQuotation() and pay(). To somebody
interested in comparing prices, getQuotation() is a meaningful service,
but to another client, the getQuotation() operation must be followed by
the pay() operation. The better way is to group the operations into a role.
Internally, each role specifies a subset of operations that make a meaningful
conversation when invoked in a particular order. A role is a functional representation of a real world business unit meaningful to the user, and provides a
point of view to interact with the service.
The advertised viewpoint is also important for composition of services,
especially during automated discovery. Discovery level composition is based
on the overall view of a service. The presence of roles within a service that
form meaningful business units, allow each unit to be modelled as services in its
own right. This is possible because there is no context between roles and other
parts of the service. However, for the advertised viewpoint the internal details
of each role are abstracted. The rationale is that, the discovery process for
which the advertisements are made does not need such details. For this reason,
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internal details of activities are considered as an independent viewpoint.
Overall, the role viewpoint provides an abstraction of the underlying services and means to publish a service as a single entity. It provides details
about the service that are sufficient to support its discovery. The role viewpoint (advertised viewpoint) is more relevant to the service consumer because
consumers seek to discover services. It specifies the inputs to the service activities, the conditions under which the service can be executed and the domain
where the service belongs.

3.3.4 Behavioural viewpoint
Whereas the advertised view of the service is the first point of contact between a provider and a consumer, the details published about the service are
not sufficient to execute the services. For example, according to [110], the Web
Service Description Language (WSDL) specification (in web services) is not
sufficient. Our practical experience is that, in real situations, the service consumer will be furnished with additional information in the form of behaviour
viewpoints. This position is held by Gold and colleagues [67]. They argue that
for the software engineer to understand a service, it would require a mental
model of the system. It includes the architecture, data flow and control flow.
Although not within their intention to give an idea of the required viewpoint,
they allude to the importance of the behaviour viewpoint. This viewpoint
emphasizes the message exchange patterns (data flow) and control flow. This
view captures the data structures and protocols of messages exchanged.
The service behavioural viewpoint is the most concrete description of the
service. Nonetheless, it excludes discovery details about the service. This
viewpoint is much similar to the more conventional system specification and,
its most extensional representation can be specified in terms of Finite State
Machines, Petri nets and so forth. Precisely, the behavioral viewpoint when
refined vertically, represents the execution semantics of a service. Overall, the
behaviour viewpoint is the most concrete representation of a service. Across
instances, each instance needs to support the required level of presentation.
In Figure 3.6 we show the idea behind role and behavioural viewpoints in
representing a resource. Note that each viewpoint maps to a different entity in
the conceptual viewpoint. The role viewpoint maps to the registry, while the
behavioural viewpoint maps to the provider entity. Nevertheless they represent
the same underlying resource. Further, by nature of service-orientation, a
service-oriented system can in turn be expressed as a service in its own right.
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In this perspective, we can interpret the role and behaviour viewpoint at two
levels. The first is across different instances. At this level, each viewpoint
reflects the permissible details to be provided. That is, different instances
will define the amount of detail sufficient to allow discovery of services. On
the side of behavioural viewpoint the issue to be resolved by each instance
is how much detail is sufficient for proper usage of a service. Perhaps we
should note that the above two issues may also evolve as new uses of an
instance are envisaged. An example of this is web services, where recently,
the need for semantic information is becoming a core part of the advertised
viewpoint. At the second level, within the same instance, smaller services
may be composed into larger services. Then both the role and behavioural
viewpoints of the corresponding smaller services need to compose to reflect
the new bigger service. Therefore, both viewpoints may represent composite
services at varying levels of detail.

service as
a resource
(program)

Advertised
description
description of
actual program

Figure 3.6. Service Descriptions

To sum up, the role and behaviour view are more related to concrete services and therefore design of systems. Nevertheless, all instances of SOA are
expected to provide means to support the advertised view as well as the behavioural view of the service. Therefore, both the advertised and behavioural
view indirectly capture the fundamental nature of the underlying instance.
On the side of conceptual and infrastructure viewpoint, they directly capture
both the fundamental nature of SOA and design of service-oriented systems.

3.4 Mapping SOA Instances to the Viewpoint Model
The Conceptual and Infrastructure viewpoints directly relate to instances and
are not applicable to individual concrete systems within an instance. Therefore, web services and JINI are used to show how the instances map to the
viewpoint model. Then the role and behavioural extend to specific systems
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and can be illustrated using an example. The example relates to a service
representing a bank.
Conceptual viewpoint To map web services to the conceptual viewpoint, the
service registry is replaced with the Universal Discovery and Description Interface (UDDI). The UDDI provides means of publishing and querying the
registry for web service binding information. In relation to web services, the
UDDI provides the concrete means, specific to web services that allows services
to be published and discovered. Across instances, we expect varying levels of
abstraction for the requests and advertised view of the service. However, the
key distinction between instances, regardless of what details are permitted
within the instance is the kind of registry used. Indeed, a detailed study of
the importance of registry and comparison between different techniques to advertise services has been provided by [77]. Different registries that broadcast,
multicast, or solicit providers, influence different instances including those that
operate on the same domain.
TM

Infrastructure viewpoint Using JINI [153] and web services as instances, the
infrastructure view can be refined horizontally as indicated in Figure 3.7. The
TM
right hand side shows web services while the left hand side shows JINI .
Web services are overloaded with so many technologies, so we only indicate
the common and core web service technologies grouped along the main serviceoriented infrastructure requirements. In the web service conceptual view, the
service registry is replaced with a UDDI based registry. Within the infrastructure view, we indicate the common and core technologies. Certainly, within
the same instance of SOA, several technology alternatives may exist. In web
services, messaging may be based on SOAP, REpresentational State Transfer
(REST) [52] or other approaches. We do not contend that SOA instances are
about technologies. Nevertheless, the choice of technologies within the same
instance impact on the quality attributes of the resulting service-oriented applications [22].
In JINI, a JavaSpaces holds entries, which are typed groups of objects.
When an entry is written into a JavaSpaces, a copy is created in the space and
can be used in future lookup operations. Each lookup has its template and
looks for entries that match its template. A lookup can read or take an entry.
The take operation removes the entry from the JavaSpace. Therefore, through
the read and take lookups, coordination of service is possible. For this reason,
we have considered JavaSpaces at the level as BPEL in web services.
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Figure 3.7. Infrastructure viewpoint mapping to web service and JINI view

Role and Behaviorial viewpoints For the case of web services, details for the
advertised viewpoint can be related to those supported by the OWL-S ontology
indicated in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8. OWL-S Profile Ontology (from [124])

In reference to the role viewpoint and an individual system, consider an example of a service representing a bank. We identify the following operations for
the bank service: verifyCustomer(), viewBalance(), bank() and
withdraw(). The bank has the role orderTransfer, which is typically used
by the bank to pay claims for insurance through the bank. The orderTransfer
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role is a meaningful interaction within the bank that can be used by any
other service consumer. It places a temporal ordering on the operations
[verifyCustomer(); viewBalance()]; [withdraw();bank()]. However, other interaction sequences such as [verifyCustomer(); withdraw()],
[verifyCustomer(); viewBalance()], make business meaning. Each
temporal ordering can be seen as a valid bahaviour of the services. The set of
these valid behaviours make the behavioural viewpoint. Such behaviour can
be represented as a process (in the case OWL-S), Finite State Machine or any
other formalism that capture execution semantics of a system.

3.5 Challenges in Creating SOA Instances
Although specific challenges may be met as in [30], the following challenges
are identified as general during the design of service-oriented instances.
(i) Standardization: SOA instances operate within a standard set of protocols. In general, services can be deployed on different locations using
different implementation environments. Therefore, agreeing on a set of
standards for data transmission and service descriptions is clearly very
important [61]. Standardization is a way of mitigating heterogeneity.
Learning from web services experience, standardization requires input
from all stakeholders. As in web services, many standards may emerge,
but it is important to maintain a core set of standards that guarantee the interoperability within instance. Likewise, for a service-oriented
environment that targets an operating system platform as a service, it
would be important to maintain a core set of standards to be supported
by all services.
(ii) Domain: related to standardization is the domain in which a SOA instance is intended to operate. The complexity and number of standards
will depend on the domain of application. A case here is web services
that are dominated by XML based protocols due to the nature of the
Web (HTTP and HTML). For example, the major limitation with SOI
[30] is to think that XML is suitable at infrastructure level given the
domain for which XML is intended is much different from SOI. For instance, a binary based protocol would be more appropriate for hardware
related domains.
(iii) Interfaces: As argued earlier, all the properties related to SOA viz:
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agility, interoperability, reuse, flexibility can be traced to well defined
interfaces. The interface creates a basis for defining interactions between
elements within the SOAs. The importance of interfaces is stressed by
Feuerlicht and Meesathit [51] –“interoperability in the context of service centric approach is critically dependent on service interfaces used
to expose business functionality. Poorly defined interfaces result into
duplication of functionality, limited reuse and extensibility, and poor
maintenance of applications”.

3.6 Enhancing Underlying Properties of SOS
While design based on SOA guarantees a certain level of architectural attributes, most attributes can be significantly improved via the different viewpoints. Particularly, the role of the registry and how it interfaces with the
different viewpoints has a greater impact on different underlying principles.
We shall take a case of the advertised viewpoint and the infrastructure viewpoint where there is room for more abstraction.
The abstraction based on infrastructure is built within the service-oriented
instances to provide a uniform view of the underlying services. Therefore, the
choice of the infrastructure determines the set of discrepancies that can be
hidden and accessed in a uniform way. On the side of advertised viewpoint,
the expected details are those sufficient to discriminate between the underlying
services. Therefore, if more abstraction is supported in the advertised viewpoint, then increased abstraction is possible in the request. More abstraction
in the request implies fewer details are to be specified by the user to retrieve
the services. So, increase in abstraction on the advertised viewpoint leads to
more flexible requests where fewer details are needed to distinguish services.
Precisely, vertical refinement along the left hand side of Figure 3.1 reduces the
flexibility of service requests.
In principle, service discovery is about matching a request and the advertised view of the service. Typically, the advertised views services are stored in
the registry such as UDDI for web services. The registries perform the task of
matching the services. Although approaches such as OWL-S [124] expect the
request to be specified in the same language as the service description, it is
expected that requests provide fewer details. Therefore increased abstraction
allows fewer details to be handled during discovery of services. The benefit of
having fewer details in the discovery process is that more efficient techniques
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for discovery of services can be designed. Consequently, this affects the flexibility of service-oriented systems since services can be easily replaced with
equivalent services. Therefore, vertical refinement along the left hand side of
Figure 3.1 reduces the flexibility in service-oriented systems.
Software reuse is one of the key drivers of service-orientation. It has been
pointed out that the primary motivation of software reuse is to reduce the
time and the efforts required to build the software systems [99]. Indeed the
cost of reuse is a function of the cost of acquisition and customization [142].
In SOA, the first point of contact between a potential user and the service is
the registry, which stores the advertised viewpoint. It follows that the most
obvious way to improve reuse, and service-orientation is to improve the process
of service selection. Clearly customization relates to finding most relevant
services and can be improved through support of efficient discovery techniques.
Moreover, loose coupling in service-orientation is directly reinforced by the
use of registries such as UDDI [118] to advertise services. Service registries
decouple any need for prior knowledge between the consumer and the provider.
Flexibility relates to how easily and gracefully services can be replaced.
From the preceding paragraphs, it can be said that key principles that
underly SOA coalesce around service discovery. Further, we note that the discovery of services relies on the advertised view of the service. Therefore, any
techniques that affect the usage or details needed in the advertised view have
significant impact on the overall properties of an SOA instance. Perhaps, this
explains the efforts in semantic web services [49, 113]. The focus of the semantic web services is to extend the use of advertised viewpoint to support fully
automated discovery of services. The target is to provide formal semantics
for the advertised viewpoint. The current approach in semantic web services
is to rely on ontologies [70] to provide the formal meaning for all aspects of
services.

3.7 Design through Advertised and Behaviour Viewpoints
For any instance of SOA, the design of concrete service-oriented systems is
about putting services together into large services. This concept is well-known
from CBSE and Component models. However composition in services requires
more enhancement to keep the level of autonomy of services, reuse, flexibility in requests, dynamic behaviour and loose coupling required in SOS. To
support the above properties we look at two forms of composition (a) based
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on advertised viewpoints and (b) based on the behavioural viewpoints. The
idea is that given a request, it should be possible to compose advertised views
into an abstract view that satisfies the request. Precisely, the composition at
this level allows extended discovery of services. We shall refer to this form
of composition as discovery level composition . After the composite service is
discovered, then it can be refined into a concrete behavioural view with execution semantics that represent a new service-oriented system. A diagrammatic
overview of the proposed approach is given in Figure 3.9.
Starting from the request (consumer), the approach proceeds to discovery
networks of services that satisfy the request based on the advertised view.
During discovery, the advertised viewpoints are composed to satisfy the request. This form of composition is called discovery level composition. Given
that we can discover more composite services, we refer to this form of discovery
as extended discovery. The discovery process is considered as a composition
problem. Dynamic behaviour is easily managed in that if a service is for instance unavailable then we can discover another service or sets of services to
replace the unavailable services. Flexibility in requests is retained and extended to allow discovery of larger services. Certainly, autonomy and loose
coupling are retained in the sense that the execution semantics are defined
over independent services.
In the above approach, the execution semantics are defined over a set of
services that are part of the composed abstract view in the discovery level
composition step. The execution semantics provide a refinement of the discovered composite service in that it includes the internal details of each of the
services. Certainly, we can define a specification of the new service-oriented
system as a new service and advertise it for use by others.
The term grounding is borrowed from semantic web service literature [97,
154] where it applies to specifications that link between syntactical descriptions
and semantic descriptions. For web services it is for mapping atomic process
into WSDL operations in such a way that the execution of one atomic process
corresponds to invocation of an operation on the server side. Here, we use
grounding in the same perspective to refer to the link between the behavioural
viewpoint to the implementation level details. In fact, grounding maps to the
communication subcomponent of the infrastructure viewpoint. It maps the
execution details to wire protocols needed to invoke the service.
To sum up, we advocate for composition at discovery level. Therefore
in the chapters that follow, we aim to define composition logic for discovery,
refinement and specification of resulting services.
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Figure 3.9. Overview of design approach

3.8 Related Work
Tran et al.[158] take a view-based approach to design concrete services. In
relation to our work, it is seen as a refinement along the right hand side of
Figure 3.1. Therefore, Tran et al.view-based approach works within the same
instance.
More foundation work that seeks to apply software engineering techniques
to service-orientation is presented in [85]. The idea is to formally capture
the base entities in the conceptual viewpoint. Once they are captured, they
form a reusable SOA context through which other models such coordination,
behavioral can build. This work can be seen as a formal approach to the
vertical refinement from the bottom left side of Figure 3.1. The work in [85]
shows how the conceptual viewpoint can be modelled into a generic reusable
architecture in a formal way.
Stal [150] suggests the use of architecture patterns and blueprints to explain the architecture principles of SOA. The work is based on driving forces
to define a model for the service-oriented context. The work addresses the
architecture patterns necessary to address the driving forces. However, Stal
restricts the work to implementation and design patterns which clarifies most
implementation issues but does not do much to facilitate the understanding of
SOA in a manner independent from implementation and design. In this thesis,
the effort is aimed at explaining SOAs by stressing its architecture features in
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relation to the predecessors.
Baker and Dobson [10] have provided a comparison of service-oriented and
Distributed-object Architectures. This thesis builds on their view that: “while
superficially similar, the two approaches exhibit a number of subtle differences
that, taken together, lead to significant differences in terms of their largescale software engineering properties such as the granularity of service, ease
of composition and differentiation - properties that have a significant impact
on the design and evolution of enterprise-scale systems”[10]. The work in this
thesis moves a step further to show how specific features have been enhanced
to make SOA an attractive approach.
In relation to viewpoints, existing viewpoints models in [76, 98, 103] focus
on the understanding of architectures of specific systems, and therefore do not
apply to SOA which does not represent a specific architecture of a system.
We are not aware of any effort to show the relationship between SOA and its
instances. Perhaps a more comprehensive infrastructure for web services is
that proposed by Papazoglou et al.[130] where a service-oriented computing
research roadmap is presented. In addition, architectural building blocks for
service-oriented architectures with transactional support are discussed in [87].
However, it remains to be seen whether transactional and semantic support are
necessary for different instances particularly those that target the hardware
domain.

3.9 Conclusion
Overall, SOA is intentionally designed with a set of technologies and standards
to provide the required level of abstraction. On the other hand, abstraction can
be even raised further through matchmaking that allows fewer details about
the advertised service and even less from the consumer seeking to discover the
service. The registry plays a significant role in supporting both increasing the
level of abstraction and more flexibility in the design of concrete systems
At the top level of SOA, the strength of SOS is built within the interaction
of the base entities. Therefore all instances that share the conceptual viewpoint
carry with them properties such as such agility, loose coupling, autonomy, and
reuse. Then each infrastructure defined for an SOA instance can enhance the
level of abstraction of the services in that instance. The dynamic aspect of
the architecture influences these attributes more compared to the structural
aspects. This view is further supported by instances of service-oriented ar-
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chitecture such as web services whose enabling technologies all focus on the
interaction among services which is the dynamic aspect of the architecture.
The 4-viewpoint model presented in this chapter captures both the core
architecture of SOA as well as systems that are based on it. The viewpoints
show how different realisations of SOA are uniquely identified by the infrastructure while a service perspective is defined by the role viewpoint. The
viewpoint model also identifies the three core requirements for the SOA infrastructure. Further, the viewpoint model is able to capture all the aspects
that need to be covered by a service model such as those given by Stal [150].
In addition, the behaviour and role viewpoint support the design of concrete
service-oriented systems. In relation to different instances, the model provides
a basis for designing new instances of SOA because it provides a blueprint
to be inherited by instances. It therefore follows that it is possible to have
specialized instances of SOA that are optimized for particular environments.
For sometime, there has been a debate to whether service-oriented architecture is indeed an architecture or not? This research answers questions such
as; how does SOA relate to instance such as web services? What makes SOA
a unique approach? How does SOA relate to other advances in software engineering? Answers to these questions are fundamental to the understanding
and advancement of SOA. Also, the analysis presented in this chapter, serves
as a guide to the design of theories and formal models that are proposed in
the chapters that follow.
Lastly, the work in this chapter has discussed and described a design approach based on the viewpoints. The approach aims to optimize the underlying properties of SOA and SOS. The proposed approach advocates for explicit
support for discovery level composition as a way of keeping the desired agility,
reuse, flexibility, loose coupling and autonomy in service-orientation. To the
best our knowledge, no explicit support for composition at discovery level
exists. Therefore, discovery level composition is the subject of the next chapter. Perhaps as part of future work, a more formal description of the above
viewpoints and views could be intergraded into the overall design.
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Chapter 4

Composition Logic for Discovery of
Services
In this chapter, a composition logic for extended discovery of services is presented. It consists of the composition model, service specification model, and
logic for the composition operators. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows; Section 4.1 gives an overview of this Chapter, Section 4.2 gives the
composition model, Section 4.3 is the service specification model, Section 4.4
we give the composition logic and Section 4.5 is the discussion. Related work
is given in Section 4.6 and we end with a conclusion in Section 4.7.

4.1 Overview
In Chapter 3, we presented a 4-viewpoint model and an architecture analysis
of SOC. We advanced the view that service discovery is not only unique in
service-orientation, but is also important in supporting the key principles that
underly service-orientation. We have pointed out that most enhancements in
SOC coalesce around service discovery.
Here, the research concentrate on the advertised viewpoint and behavioural
viewpoint. As earlier explained in the preceding chapter, the two viewpoints
are more directed towards design of services that constitute the service-oriented
system. Both descriptions are important but intended for different purposes.
The advertised descriptions aim to support the discovery of services, while the
concrete descriptions give the provider’s view of the service plus the exact details for service usage once it has been discovered. By nature of the intention
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of the two descriptions, they each provide varying levels of detail. Notwithstanding the different contents and stakeholders, the advertised descriptions
are more abstract compared to concrete descriptions. Advertised descriptions
are also refereed to as abstract descriptions.
It is generally agreed that if no atomic service can perform a task exists,
a combination of several services may perform the task [17]. With the more
services becoming available the services need to be combined automatically.
This problem is commonly known as automatic composition [12, 16, 19, 78,
116, 178]. However, composition approaches [18, 19, 120] define composition
semantics at the level of concrete descriptions. That is composition is defined
in terms of low level details such as message exchanges and processes. Such
approaches are not directly related to advertised service descriptions and do
not easily integrate with the semantic web services [49, 113] to provide fully
automation of web services starting from the discovery process. Other approaches such as those based on planning in Artificial Intelligence (AI) [64],
for instance [105, 111, 138, 4], do not provide sufficient compositional constructs to support discovery level composition.
Given that advertised descriptions are the initial point of contact, we think
that this is a discovery problem. Therefore, finding a combination of services
that can perform the task should be modelled based on advertised descriptions
first. This form of discovery is called indirect discovery or extended discovery.
Note that, even in the presence of an atomic service that satisfies a request, a
combination of smaller services may be better than the atomic service. Moreover, attempts to model such problem by using more detailed descriptions has
serious concerns as highlighted by [91].
Lack of stronger compositional support at discovery level can be seen in
[91] and [101] while dealing with qualified requests. Let us use the example
from [101], where two requests (1) I want to download all publications by a
certain author, and (2) I want “all services” offering publications by a certain author. As argued by [101], the first request can be satisfied by invoking
the same service several times and is therefore a ‘composition’ problem. In
the second case, the problem is that of locating services. In [91], different
semantics are proposed for qualified service descriptions, and partly handled
at the matchmaking level. However, we think that such issues can be handled more elegantly through composition semantics defined for discovery level
composition.
The major contribution of this chapter is a fully fledged composition logic
for extended discovery of services. It forms a foundation and practical model
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for reasoning about the discovery of services. Along the way, this thesis provides a composition model, service specification model and logic for the composition operators.

4.2 Composition Model
Before we present our composition semantics, a clear understanding of the
terms atomic and composite service is needed. Let us start by looking at the
answers to the question asked by [7] – “what is the result of a service composition?” The several answers include (1) composite service may be a collection
of services that collaborate in order to realise a request; (2) composition of
services may be considered as collection of operations (coming possibly from
different services) arranged in a single execution. For other definitions see
[7]. At this point, it is important to also note the definition of composite
service by [115] as a conglomeration of out-sourced services working together
in tandem to offer a value added service.
Taken together, the answers unanimously agree that the result of service
composition is a service that satisfies a request. Moving on to atomic services
(also called simple services), it can be said that they do not rely on other
services to satisfy a user request. Let us now look at the terms composite
and atomic service from the viewpoint of a requester. This viewpoint is very
important because service compositions take place on the basis of a request.
Each successful response (discovery) represents a concrete version of the requested service. We shall refer to the response as goal service. Therefore, the
goal service could be composite if it relies on other atomic services or could
be atomic if it does not rely on any service.
Note that the notion of atomic goal service and composite goal service still
retain the basic elements of service composition defined by Benatallah et. al
[14] and OWL-S [124]. The key distinction is that we would like to define
discovery as a composition problem at the level of advertised descriptions.
Therefore, we extend discovery beyond its traditional usage to retrieve atomic
services [14], to support retrieval of composite services. Consequently, the
discovery pattern proposed by [14] is not sufficient for our purpose because it
can only retrieve atomic services as specified by the elements of the control
flow. For a quick look at the OWL-S process model, see Appendix A.2.
We relate the concept of goal service, request and composition using the
Figure 4.1. The other distinction between our composition elements and that
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in [124], is that an atomic service is seen as an atomic process, and a simple
process corresponds to an abstraction of composite atomic processes. This
is still inline with our generalisation of services as atomic for discovery level
composition. Therefore equating simple service to atomic service at this level
is not abuse of terminology. In fact, treating all service as atomic is a widely
used assumption in matchmaking. Additionally, whenever different operations are involved for the same service, matchmaking assumes no context is
shared. Without doubt, assuming no context between operations is equivalent
to considering the operations as different ‘atomic’ services. Our model considers operations to be internal to the service and are not relevant for discovery
based on advertised services. We model the internal operations during refinement and goal service specification of the concrete execution semantic. This is
so because we expect the discovered service to deliver all its objects, which it
may do in a single call or after several calls. To sum up, a successful response

produces
Request

Atomic
Service

Goal
Service

binds to

Composite
Service

Service
Component

composed of

has
Control and Data
Flow Spec

Figure 4.1. Extended view of automatic discovery of services. Basic composition elements have
been adapted from [14]. The same model underlies OWL-S [124].

to a request is a goal service. A goal service can be atomic or composite.
Without doubt, a request can be seen as an abstract representation of a goal
service. The immediate question to be addressed is how to construct the goal
service. Our starting point is to treat a goal service as a composite service. In
what follows next, we formulate the goal construction process.
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4.2.1 Goal services
The first point that needs to be noted is that a service can be invoked under
the conditions it specifies. The condition is satisfied first and then the service
is invoked. This can be seen as sequential ‘composition’ of the condition
followed by the service. We can apply the same logic on the goal service as
follows. A request is satisfied by goal service. The goal service specifies the
conditions under which it executes. Hence, the request satisfies the condition
first and then invokes the goal. Similarly, this can be modelled as sequential
composition of the condition and the goal service.
Now remember that a goal service could be atomic or composite. Suppose that the goal service is composite. Then the services it relies on could
be interacting sequentially or in parallel. The internal structure of the goal
service is in fact a network of services that satisfy the request. To capture
this structure, we model the goal service as a network of services constructed
from elementary services. We use composition operators that we shall shortly
introduce in this section. Here, the term elementary service is used to include conditions, variables and atomic services that are uniformly treated as
‘services’ in the composition logic.

4.2.2 Goal discovery semantics
At the level of extended discovery, we think that the full power of concurrency
is over ambitious. Moreover, it seems to us that a large number of goal services can be constructed using ‘sequential’ and ‘choice’ operators. As we shall
shortly show, other operators such as ‘split+join’ are implicit. In addition,
it may not be reasonable to define a layer of concurrency over another layer
of concurrency that may potentially arise during concrete compositions. We
therefore start with two composition operators ‘;’, ‘,’ for sequential and choice
respectively. We specify the composition model in Figure 4.2. The symbols
GS represent goal service, GA represents atomic goal, GF represents goal
factor. A goal factor is an intermediate sub-goal.
1. hGSi → hGF i | hGF i, hGSi
2. hGF i → hGAi | hGAi; hGF i
3. hGAi → (hGSi) | hvariablei | hconditoni
Figure 4.2. Composition Logic model

We would like to point out that the above statements not only represent
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the composition logic but they also ensure the precedence of the operators.
Sequential composition takes precedence over choice composition. To emphasize the precedence of composition operators during goal service construction,
we give a visual representation of the same model in Figure 4.3. We shall refer
to the representation as the composition circuit.

,
;
GA

variable
condition
condition

GA

Figure 4.3. Goal service composition operator circuit

To define the contribution of atomic services we must first define how the
invocation of a service transforms the request environment.

4.3 Service Specification Model
In this section, the research presents a service model. The aim is to model
the advertised functionality of service that is relevant for discovery level composition. To begin with, the research examines service specifications. Besides
what constitutes a service, the research is also interested in how the services
are specified. From a general perspective, a service specifies how it can be
found, what it can do and how it can be used (see for instance [7, 117, 122]).
Specifically, there are functional and non-functional capabilities about a service [122]. Note that, the purpose of any specification is to distinguish an
entity from the rest [39]. Therefore any additional details make the service
more specific and distinct from the rest.
The service specification model developed in this thesis is motivated by
OWL-S, WSMO and WSDL. Given the dominance of WSDL, we use it as
natural starting point. A service operation can consume messages and outputs messages called envelopes [25]. A message consists of several message
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parts which we call variables. From the service description document, we can
establish (1) the domain of the service (2) the domain where each variable
(message part) can draw its values. The service domain and variable domains
provide the initial constraints on what the service can do. Further, we adopt
the OWL-S description framework to allow for functional description of services in terms of Inputs, Outputs Preconditions and Effects (IOPE).

4.3.1 Service behaviour as predicates
The focus at discovery level composition is is to locate services that can provide
the desired functionality. By implication, we shall not consider services as sets.
The use of predicates is not to characterize the service but rather the behaviour
of services. Precisely we capture the kind of objects that are admitted and
produced by the services. In the process, we hope to capture the functionality
of a service. This approach is opposed to [90], where set based modelling is
used. The key difference here is that in [90], the service discovery question is
that of locating objects similar to the request. That is, a match is considered
if a set of service objects is equal to the set of request objects. In our case,
service discovery is about locating similar behaviours. The behaviour here is
interpreted in terms of objects that are processed by the services. It is also
important to note that requests are in terms of objects admitted and produced
by the services. Therefore, predicates can be used to capture both request and
services.
The basic idea is that a service accepts a fixed set of objects and generates
a fixed set of objects. Predicates characterize sets. Therefore, if we construct
predicates based on logical expressions on the constraints that makeup the advertised descriptions, then we have a good representation of objects admitted
and produced by the service. For a service, the set of input objects is different
from the set of output objects. We therefore need a pair of predicates, one to
characterise input set and the other for output set.
Other than statically representing input and output set of objects, predicates when used as pre/post conditions of service provide another dimension
to the service. As pointed out by [166] pre/post conditions provide loose semantics for a service. The idea is that a pair of pre/post condition specifies
a set of functions and a program is said to satisfy the specification if it can
realize one of the functions in that set. The predicates as used here, therefore define (abstractly) the way a service transforms its inputs to outputs. To
refine, the relation between inputs and outputs, we introduce the notion of
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envelope as means of modelling input/outputs and corresponding predicates.
Envelopes
We envision a link between WSDL (generally service description) and SOAP [25]
envelopes. Our view is that WSDL restricts the potential contents in a SOAP
envelope. For the sending service, the contents of the envelope reflect the specification of the corresponding WSDL, WSDL-S or OWL-S. On the other hand,
for an envelope to be admissible by the receiving service, it is expected that
contents are able to satisfy the restrictions imposed by the receiving service.
This kind of link establishes an association between envelopes and predicates
that describe a service. Precisely, envelope instances satisfy the postcondition
for the sending service, and the precondition of the receiving service.
In Section 2.3, an envelope has been introduced as a communication framework between services. Envelopes can be seen as datatypes of which the instances perform the actual communication. An envelope has been defined as
a partial description e : V 7→ U. A service is represented by a set of operations
with associated envelopes that are inputs and outputs to these operations. In
general, each service S has a set in(S) that is called its envelope set, containing
the kind of envelopes it can accept. The set out(S) represents envelopes that
service S can produce. A service is activated upon receiving an acceptable
input envelope instance, and will respond by producing an output envelope
instance.
The precondition P of a service describes input envelope instances that
are acceptable by a service. When we see a precondition as a guard to accept
inputs to be processed by a service, this implies that any acceptable state
can be processed by the service. The precondition is expressed in terms of
the variables of the world V. As an example, consider the precondition, ym >
price ∗ nr, which requires that input envelope instances provide enough money
to cover for the cost of the requested number of tickets.
So for each input envelope it is required that e(ym) > e(price) ∗ e(nr).
We will write e |= P to denote that envelope instance e satisfies the condition
P . Using our shorthand notation for e(x), the meaning of the precondition
P : ym ≥ price ∗ nr is formulated as:
e |= P ≡ yme ≥ pricee ∗ nre
The precondition P represents what the service requires of its input to be
processed. The postcondition Q represents what the service guarantees to
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bring about. Obviously this will be dependent of the input envelope provided
to the service. As a motivation, in our example, the postcondition Q can be
specified as follows, assuming e to be its initial envelope:
yourchange = yme − price ∗ nr
The postcondition Q depends on both the precondition set and the result of
the service. The postcondition Q, represents what the service can offer and
its consequence. It is expressed in terms of the result (output) variables in
relation to the input variables. From Q, we can infer the ‘effect’.
We will see an instance e of an envelope E as an instantiation of the
variables v(E) from the associated envelope: e : v(E) 7→ Values. As the
envelope E is seen as a datatype, we will write e : E to denote that e is an
S
→ f if service S transforms input envelope
instantiation of E. We will write e −
instance e into output envelope instance f . We will refer to e also as the input
state and f as the output state for this transition.
Consider a ticket reservation system that has {ym, nr, price} as the variables associated with its input envelope. An instantiation of this envelope is a
function assigning values to the elements contained in the envelope. For example, the instance e may consist of the following assignment: ym=yourmoney,
nr=numberOfTickets, price=pricePerTicket. The value of variable x will be
denoted as e(x) as usual, but we will also use the notation xe to put extra
emphasis on the argument x.
Later we will see envelope instances as (partial) descriptions of objects that
follow their way through a service organisation and are being transformed by
those services. Our strategy to service external requests is to define application
patterns, and to use similarity techniques from Information Retrieval to find
suitable solutions.
Syntactic view
Next we introduce an equivalence measure for envelope instances. We call
envelope instances e and f equivalent if their underlying domain is the same:
e ∼ f ≡ Dom(e) = Dom(f ).
Then obviously the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation. This equivalence
relation can be used to partition the set of possible input envelope instances
of a service, and also the set of all its output envelope instances. Let in(S) be
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the set of input classes, and out(S) the set of output classes. Then the service
induces a relation between in(S) and out(S). Conceptually, it may be helpful
to think of the partitioning in relation to Figure 4.4. The idea is that a service
may accept several envelopes, each for the corresponding actions. However,
a given action admits instances of the same envelope. This argument is still
valid even when considering a set of atomic services. In this case, each atomic
service admits instances of the same envelope. Therefore, predicates partition
envelopes to match corresponding services.
Input envelops

S

Output envelops

Figure 4.4. Service in(S) and out(S) -Input/Output Partition

4.3.2 A dual view on services
In this section we describe two dual views on services, the so-called state transformer view and predicate transformer view. In the state transformer view we
see a service as a concrete functioning system in the role of a state transformer, transforming an input state into an output state. This corresponds
to an extensional view on service behaviour. The predicate transformer view
is an intentional view on the semantics of services, in which we see a service
as transforming an input predicate into an output predicate, abstracting from
the actual contents of input and output states. The intentional view is a base
for formal reasoning about services, while the extensional view is used to think
about their operational semantics.
State Transformer View
The state transformer view on a service describes the envelope instance transformations that can be brought about by a service. We represent a state view
on a service by st(S) and define it informally as follows
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st(S) = (e, f ) | e −
→ f and this transition is elementary .
Therefore,

(4.1)

S

st(S) ⊆−
→.
We assume that the state transformer view on a service is minimal by restricting ourselves to elementary transitions, in the sense that (1) input envelope
instances must not contain superfluous parameters, and (2) output envelopes
do not omit produced parameters.
(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ (ẽ, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ ẽ ⊆ e ⇒ ẽ = e.
(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ (e, f˜) ∈ st(S) ∧ f ⊆ f˜ ⇒ f˜ = f.
Predicate Transformer View
The predicate transformer view on service S, denoted by tr(S), is represented
as the minimal set of input-output relations it can investigate. This is defined
as follows:

tr(S) = {(P, Q) | ∀e [e |= P ⇒ ∃f [(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ f |= Q]]} .

(4.2)

In the definition of tr(S) we incorporate our intuition that the precondition
is a complete description of the acceptability of an input envelope instance.
We will also require the predicate transformer view to be complete:
S

e−
→ f ⇒ ∃S,P,Q [(P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ e |= P ∧ f |= Q] .
In a similar manner to the state view on a service, we require the predicate
transformer view to be minimal, where a service can only transform predicates
defined in its space. Therefore, we require the following
• Firstly, we require each pre-condition in tr(S) to be the weakest precondition,

(P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ (P̃ , Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ P ⊑ P̃ ⇒ P̃ = P.
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So, (P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ⇒ P = wp(S, Q) where wp(S, Q) denotes the weakest pre-condition on the initial state such that executing a request S
leads to the postcondition Q.
• Secondly, we require each post-condition in tr(S) to be the strongest
post-condition,
(P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ (P, Q̃) ∈ tr(S) ∧ Q̃ ⊑ Q ⇒ Q̃ = Q.
So, (P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ⇒ Q = sc(S, P ), where sc(S, P ) denotes the strongest
conclusion after executing S starting from condition P .

Basically, each pair (P, Q) from tr(S) can be seen as an action of that
service. If tr(S) is a singleton set, then we call S a single-target service. We
will restrict our theory to predicates that are composed of:
(1) Environment variables and associated constants,
(2) Local symbolic constant symbols,
(3) Function calls to the environment,
(4) (Internal) inspection calls to functions provided by the associated service.

4.3.3 Elementary object patterns
Here, we express service descriptions as elementary object descriptions. Invocation of services relies on both assumptions on the real world as well as
conditions on the input variables. On one hand, some conditions can be evaluated with out inspecting a service. On the other hand, some conditions can
not be executed without inspection of services. The idea of inspection calls to
evaluate predicates aims to take advantage of implicit form of service advertisement that is not acknowledged in literature. Services allow one to‘browse’
a service. Most service provider support search facilities to ‘ask’ about the
service. Details such as prices of items, available seats on flight may not be
advertised per say, but can be known by inspecting the service. Such calls
must be idempotent– that is, they may not affect the service pre/post condition state.
In general, we see a condition as a partial envelope instance with some
properties of the envelope attributes added. So a condition may be seen as
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a pattern for object descriptions, also referred to as an (elementary) object
pattern. We use the notation e : E + (Int, Ext) to represent a partial envelope instance e over envelope E that satisfies condition Int ∧ Ext, where Ext
is an independent condition while Int contains references to internal service
functions. Formally, e : E + (Int, Ext) corresponds to the following condition:



^

(x,v)∈e



x = v  ∧ Int ∧ Ext.

(4.3)

We refer to e : E + (Int, Ext) as an elementary object pattern. To illustrate the idea behind elementary object patterns, consider the airline example
where a typical envelope specifies the required numberOfTickets and TicketPrice, among other variables. However, the conditions on these variables rely
on functions to the airline service such as actual number of tickets available
on that flight and distance between the departure and destination address
determines the price of a ticket. Such conditions form part of the Int. The
condition that the credit card has enough money to pay for the tickets is part
of the external condition.
Throughout this thesis, all conditions are represented in the form of Equation 4.3. Consider the condition price = 300e ∨ travelDate = thisWeek. It
can be represented as
= ∅ : E + hT rue, T icketP rice = 300e ∨ travelDate = thisWeeki
= (T icketP rice = 300e : E + hT rue, T ruei) ∨ (travelDate =
thisWeek : E + hT rue, T ruei)

4.3.4 Service invocation
A service can only be invoked by sending it an input envelope instance containing all parameters required for the requested operation from the service.
The request envelope instance may however contain superfluous parameters.
They are passed untouched by the service invocation unless such a parameter
is set by that service invocation.
To make precise how superfluous parameters are handled, we formally
S
extend the relation −
→ to cover all possible invocations as follows:
S

h

S

i

s−
→ t , ∃e,f e ⊆ s ∧ e −
→ f ∧ t = f 7→ (s − e) .
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The preferential composition of p and q, denoted as p 7→ q (p taking
preference over q) is defined as:

p 7→m q(x) =




p(x)

m(x)(p(x), q(x))



q(x)

if x ∈ Dom(p) ∧ x ∈
/ Dom(q),
if x ∈ Dom(p) ∧ x ∈ Dom(q),
if x ∈
/ Dom(p) ∧ x ∈ Dom(q).

where m is a function that assigns a concrete combination function to each
type x that p and q have in common. Preferential composition defines how to
deal with the common and superfluous parameters after the service invocation.
For example, if x is a type for counting the number of products purchased,
then we might have m(x)(n, m) = n + m, which would mean that the number
n of purchased items is increased by the number m obtained by this service
invocation. Note that,
Dom(p 7→ q) = Dom(p) ∪ Dom(q).

4.3.5 Extended predicate view
We extend our predicate transformer view into a general predicate-based invocation scheme for services and use the Hoare [74] notation {P }S{Q}, for
the resulting relation. In this notation, Q is the post-condition after the invocation of S form pre-condition P . The extension accounts for predicates that
are outside the space of a given service.
Let P re be a condition, and (P, Q) an action of service S, then the splitting
of P re into a weakest strict part T and residue R such that,
T ∧ R ⇒ P re and T ⇒ P is denoted as (T, R) = Split(P re, P ).
Then
{P re}S{P ost} ,
∃P,Q,R,T [(P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ (T, R) = Split(P re, P ) ∧ (Q ∧ R ⇒ P ost)] .
In the predicate view on a service, a request is seen as representing a set
of states that need to be transformed to a final set of states that satisfies the
postcondition. At each stage, services transform a subset of the predicates.
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To sum up, a service is considered as a pair of predicates, one representing
the input behaviour and the other representing the output behaviour of the
service. Predicates are defined over environmental variables and associated
symbolic constants, local symbolic constant symbols, functional calls to the
environment and internal inspection calls to the service.

4.4 Composition Logic
In this section we define composition logic in terms of composition operators.
We view composite services as a combination of smaller services by way of
composition operators. Therefore, the composition operators establish how
bigger services are composed from small services. We define sequential and
choice composition as the basic composition operators for extended discovery
of services. Other operators such as ‘split+join’ and ‘looping’ are implicit to
the construction process. We extend our construction to conditional services
and preferential composition where some services may be preferred over other
services.

4.4.1 Sequential composition
S

From the definition of −
→, it is to be expected that the sequential composition
of services S1 and S2 , denoted as S1 ; S2 , will behave like relational composition.
Sequential composition is formally introduced as:

S1 ;S2

S

1
e −−−→ f , ∃e1 ,f1 ,e2 ,f2 [e1 ⊆ e ∧ e1 −→
f1

S

2
∧ e2 ⊆ f1 7→ (e − e1 ) ∧ e2 −→
f2

∧ f = f2 7→ ((f1 7→ e − e1 ) − e2 )].
A similar result can be obtained for the predicate view of the service:
Lemma 4.1
{P }S1 ; S2 {Q} ⇔ ∃R1 ,R2 [{P }S1 {R1 } ∧ R1 ⇒ R2 ∧ {R2 }S2 {Q}] .
Proof: Sketch: if e is an acceptable input envelope instance for S1 ; S2 , then
e1 is also acceptable for S1 . Thus S1 will convert e1 to an output envelope e2 .
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Let {P1 }S1 {Q1 }, and e2 |= Q1 and (T1 , T2 ) = Split(P, P1 ) then e1 |= P1 .
So after invocation of S1 , the post condition is given by T2 ∧ Q1 . We then
choose T2 ∧ Q2 = R1 and R2 = P2 .
Conversely,
For R1 ⇒ R2 then R1 ∧ R2 = R1 thus R1 ; R2 = R1 . Therefore the
right hand side can be re-written as, [{P }S1 {R1 } ∧ R1 ; R2 ∧ {R2 }S2 {Q}]. By
implication, replace R2 with R1 to yield [{P }S1 {R1 }; {R1 }S2 {Q}]. Opening
the brackets leads to [{P }S1 ; S2 {Q}].


4.4.2 Choice composition
Let S1 and S2 be services, then their choice composition S1 , S2 (nondeterministically) combines their state transitions:
S1 ,S2

S

S

1
2
f ∨ e −→
f.
e −−−→ f , e −→

Intuitively, the choice operator works as follows; envelopes that are generated by the request can be satisfied by S1 , S2 or both. A corresponding
definition for the guarded branching construction on the predicate is defined
as follows:
Lemma 4.2

{P }S1 , S2 {Q} ⇔ {P }S1 {Q} ∨ {P }S2 {Q}.

Example 4.3 As a way of illustration, let us consider two Cargo services
S1 :CargoSeaRoad and S2 :CargoAirRoad. S1 can ship items by Sea or Road
while S2 can ship items by Air or Road. We can represent the two services
as follows,
{Item, shipM ode}S1 {shipM ode = {Sea, Road} , duration < 2 Weeks}
{Item, shipM ode}S2 {shipM ode = {Air, Road} , duration < 1 Week}
Let R be the request for a goal service that can transport items by Sea,
Air or Road. The intention of the request is that goal service should be able
to accept instances of envelopes that desire any of the three shipping modes.
{Item, shipM ode}R{shipM ode = {Air, Road, Sea}}
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The request R cannot be satisfied by S1 or S2 independently. This is
because the desired envelope transformation below cannot be delivered by S1 .
{hItem = Book, shipM ode = AirihshipM ode = Airi}
On the other hand, the envelope transformation below cannot be delivered
by S2 .
{hItem = Book, shipM ode = SeaihshipM ode = Seai}
However, S1 , S2 can satisfy R. The goal service G, becomes
{Item, shipM ode}G{shipM ode = {Air, Road,Sea}}
In the above example, the output object duration is not part of the request
and therefore, from the perspective of the requester, it is no part of the goal
service.

4.4.3 Condition services
Independent conditions are conditions that do not involve internal inspection
calls. These services are not dependent on any service to be meaningful. Let
C be such a condition. Then this condition may be seen as a single-target
service with the following behavioural description:
st(C) = {(e, e) | e |= C}
Consequently, we have: tr(C) = {(C, C)}. An example of usage of conditional services is the following lemma that describes how a service may be
decomposed into single-target services:
Lemma 4.4
tr(S) = {(P1 , Q1 ), . . . , (Pn , Qn )} ⇒ S = P1 ; S; Q1 , . . . , Pn ; S; Qn
In the construction P ; S; Q where P and Q are condition services, we call P
the guard of the construct, and Q the guarantee.
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4.4.4 Preferential Composition
Alternative services could be part of the composition ordered according to
some criteria that may include time, cost, accessibility and so forth. In the
world of databases, this form of composition is commonly referred to as preferential composition. The intention behind preferential composition is as follows.
Suppose you have a goal service made up of the sequence S1 , S2 , S3 . Then any
of the services, say S2 could have been preferred over a list of other services
that can replace S2 and still satisfy the request. The possible candidate services that can replace S2 in their order of preference make the preferential
list. Preferential composition takes the form of “prefer a shipping service if
it delivers the items to the same destination and costs cheaper ” or “prefer a
shipping service if it takes the items to the same destination in the shortest
time possible”. The constructs involves a preferential relation and formula.
Given two services S1 and S2 , a preferential formula pref(S1 , S2 ) defines a
preferential relation, ≻, as
S1 ≻ S2 iff pref(S1 , S2 ).
To formalise the notion of preferential list, lets assume that there is a
list of preferences for each component service in the goal service. Then the
preferential service list is defined as follows;
1. the empty list <> is a preferential service list.
2. if S is a service and L is a service list, then prepending L with S, denoted
by S + +L, is a service list (in which S is the most preferred service)
This operator can be semantically defined as follows:
1. the empty list is not effective, that is , there are no e and f such that
<>
e −−→ f .
2. Consider the preferential service list S + +L, where S is a service and L
is a preferential service list, then

S++L

S

L

e −−−−→ f iff e −
→ f ∨ ¬(e −
→ f ).
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So, if S can do the service, then S should do it. Only if S can not do the
service will other services from the list be tried. The rule can be defined more
compactly and elegantly as follows

S++L

S

L

e −−−−→ f iff ¬(e −
→ f) ⇒ e −
→ f.
Preferential composition serves three purposes (1) allows the use of the
most preferred service for each possible component service in the goal service.
In Figure 4.5, S2 is the most preferred service hence best component service
to satisfy a subgoal (2) allows one to have list of alternative service for each
subgoal. Alternative services provide dynamic composition in that the most
preferred service can be replaced by the second most preferred service. Again,
let us consider Figure 4.5. The list L = hS2 , S3 , S4 , S5 i is a preferential list.
Should S2 fail, then S3 is considered and so forth. (3) Preferential composition
allows more flexibility on the side of the request. The preferential list depends
on the user defined preferential function.
S1

S2

S6

.

S3

.

.

S4

.

S5

Figure 4.5. Preferential Composition

For a goal service G, we may require that the best goal, denoted by Best(G)
be defined as follows
Best(G) = {(e, f ) ∈ tr(G) | ¬(e′ , f ′ ) ∈ tr(S) ∧ (e′ , f ′ ) ≻h (e, f )}.
Finally, we shall define general (absolute) purpose preferential composition
function prefa(S) 7→ IR. The purpose of prefa is to model local properties such
as QoS on each service. The difference between the function prefa and pref
is that the former accesses a single service to evaluate a real value which is
then used to make a preference in the overall goal service. The sum of the
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values of the function prefa for a given composition is used to give the best
service with respect to the property (or properties depending on the definition
of prefa. We require that
∀S1 ,S2 [S1 ≻prefa S2 iff prefa(S1 ) ≥ prefa(S2 )].
Example 4.5 Here we give an example of a preferential function. In our
example of Cargo service, a preferential function may be defined as follows
pref(S1 , S2 ) ≡ duration1 < duration2 . Note that preferential choice is applicable after the service has satisfied the basic matching in terms of pre/post
conditions.

4.5 Discussion
The proposed composition constructs at the level of service discovery provide
a richer set of service discoveries. The sequential constructs allows indirect
discovery of services. When combined with the choice operator, then we can
discover single and multiple service. For illustration, consider the goal service
constructed as
GS = hS1 ; S2 ; S3 ; (S4 , S5 ); S6 i .
We can visually represent the above goal service using Figure 4.6.
S4
S1

S2

S3

S6
S5

Figure 4.6. Network of services

Then we can see the goal service as having two nondeterministic sequences
GS = {hS1 ; S2 ; S3 , S4 ; S6 i , hS1 ; S2 ; S3 ; S5 ; S6i} .
They can be visually represented buy Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
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S1

S2

S3

S4

S6

Figure 4.7. Indirect Discovery and sequential composition hS1 ; S2 ; S3 ; S4 ; S6 i

S1

S2

S3

S5

S6

Figure 4.8. Indirect Discovery with sequential composition hS1 ; S3 ; S5 ; S6 i

By convention, we can agree that for two goals services, S = hS1 ; S2 ; . . . SN i
and T = hT1 ; T2 ; . . . TN i then a larger network be seen as a cross product
S ⊗T = {h(S1 , T1 ); (S2 , T2 ); . . .i | hS1 ; S2 ; . . . Sn i ∈ S ∧ hT1 ; T2 ; . . . Tk i ∈ T } .
If the two goal services represent two R1 and R2 , then S⊗T would represent
extended discovery for a request R1 ∧ R2 . Note that
1. (S, S) = S,
2. S 1 = S and
3. S k−1 ; S = S k , for k > 1.
The first is interpreted as the choice between two identical services is one of
the services. The second and third can be interpreted as multiple invocation
of the same service (‘looping’) to satisfy a request. An example of this is to
consider the following service
{CountryN ame}countryToPostCode{P ostCode}.
The service countryToPostCode admits a name of country to return the corresponding postal code. Now consider the request R,
{CountryN ame = {Uganda, Netherlands}}R{P ostCode}
Then invoking the service countryToPostCode twice would satisfy the request. Denote countryToPostCode by S1 , we have
{CountryN ame = {Uganda, Netherlands}}S1; S1{P ostCode}
{CountryN ame = {Netherlands}}S1{h256i}
{CountryN ame = {}}{h256, 31i}
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In terms of workflow, the goal service can be seen as an abstract workflow.
Discovery level composition is also seen in [2] where it is called logical composition and the result is workflow. The logical composition is then concretized
into an executable workflow by selecting the appropriate web service instances.
The later stage is called physical composition.
We would like to note that, qualified requests that ask for multiple effects
can be seen as expressing a condition on the range of outputs expected. In
our case, by taking a broader view that include the range of actual objects
transformed fits well into discovery level composition. Therefore, requests
for multiple requests are seamlessly integrated into the discovery composition
logic.
On the whole, explicit modelling of composition logic for discovery of services yields a larger set of networks of services. The sequential operator enables
indirect discovery of services, where no single service has all the outputs desired by a goal service, but chaining two services together generates the desired
objects. Choice composition allows extended discovery where multiple services
combine to accept all the input objects. When two composition operators are
combined together, they generate non-concurrent split+join construct. These
forms of construction allow full fledged composition logic for extended discovery of services. Once such a network of services (goal service) is generated,
then the abstract services can be refined by adding actions, messages and
process flow for the underling services.

4.6 Related Work
Perhaps the most complete foundational work on web service discovery is found
in WSMO [91]. Variations of the WSMO approach are also echoed in [20] in
which multi-level discovery and composition is proposed. WSMO [91] presents
a set theoretical conceptual model for matching between a request and service
description. In their conceptual model, user desires (requests) are mapped
onto pre-defined goals. This process is called goal discovery. The goals are
used to discover web services and then to discover services. In bid to explain
the difference between web service discovery and service discovery, an attempt
is made to distinguish between a web service and a service. They view web
services as the interface to a software artifact that may help to find and buy
services. Certainly this is true in cases where the consumption of the service
can not be carried out through the web. What is clear in WSMO [91] is that
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the discovery process can be done at varying levels of abstraction. Further
more, the ability to discover the most appropriate services depends on service
description as well as clarity of requests.
The idea of composition logic is also proposed by Papazogluo and Yang
[175]. We share the same belief in composition logic to support reuse and
extensibility through structured composition based on composition operators.
However, in [175], the target is to support low-level composition of services
rather than discovery of services. We would like to point out that there is more
recent interest in the subject of discovery of services. It could be attributed
to advancement in semantic web [49, 113]. However, at the time of writing
this thesis, there is no work that focusses on explicit composition of logic
for discovery of services. Therefore, no work supports automatic discovery of
composed services. Available works such as [95, 115, 154] consider only direct
and indirect discovery.

4.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have composition logic for discovery of services. Although, composition
of services has been extensively modelled for concrete description, supporting
composition at discovery level is very important in service-orientation. Composition at discovery complements the use of advertised service descriptions,
which are explicitly supported in service-orientation. A composite goal service
has been considered as a network of services. The composition logic facilitates
direct, indirect and extended discovery. We have used the predicate view as
the intentional view and the state view as the extenuations. Both predicate
and state views of the service give complimentary views of the service.
We have been able to support discovery of networks of services beyond
indirect discovery that is considered in existing literature. Moreover, the composition logic employed is more structured even in supporting the existing
direct and indirect discovery of services.
We have built our compositional logic on two base operators of choice and
sequential. Our modelling approach allows us to implicitly deal with nonconcurrent split+join operators. In future, we may want to investigate the
feasibility of modelling concurrent operators at the discovery level, and how
such operators interface with the concurrency at the concrete level composition.
We have modelled the composition logic in terms of logical implication.
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However, we have not showed how the actual implication is computed for
a service to be considered a suitable part of a goal service. In fact, this is
the subject of the next chapter, where we provide a similarity measure and
calculus to deal with the selection of services. Moreover, the similarity logic
has been extended beyond existing techniques in selection and matchmaking
of services.
Finally, looping has not been explicitly modelled at the discovery level. In
such situations, we have assumed that if service cannot deliver all the objects
that it promises in a single invocation, then it can be invoked several times.
Certainly, it may be important to have this functionality explicitly modelled
in the future.
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Chapter 5

Measuring Similarity of Services
This chapter presents an approach for measuring the functional similarity
of services. Functional similarity allows a service to be matched against a
request, allows services to be ranked, and allows the selection of the best goal
service. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 gives an
overview of this chapter followed by Section 5.2 in which the similarity function
is introduced. In Section 5.3 we present the similarity of objects followed by a
similarity calculus in Section 5.4. We present how to build networks of services
and introduce our heuristics in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 is a discussion of our
work while Section 5.7 presents related work. We end with Section 5.8 that
gives the conclusion and direction of the future work.

5.1 Overview
Automatic discovery of goal services relies on the ability to establish the most
relevant services. In the literature [9, 62, 89, 114, 106, 126, 151], this problem is called matchmaking. Under matchmaking, the following subproblems
arise (1) semantic matching– that is, identify services that deal with the same
input/output (I/O) as the request (2) capability/Functional matching–that
is, identify services that transform the same I/O in the desired manner and
(3) ranking of services to select the best. Regarding the last subproblem, we
would like to quickly mention that, with extended discovery, other than ranking individual services that participate in the goal service, there is a need to
rank the goal service as a whole. Ranking of goal services is necessary in the
event of more than one goal service.
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To explain the subproblem of semantic matching, consider a request for
output an object “publisher” and an advertised service that offers the object “publisher”. The problem here is to establish, automatically, that
“publisher” in the request is the same as “publisher” in the advertised
service. Current efforts to solve this subproblem rely on both logic-based approaches and implicit semantics in the services. Klusch et al.[94, 95] provide
a hybrid based approach that combines implicit service semantics and logicbased approaches. They report results superior to any of the methods used in
isolation. Under implicit semantics they select the most promising similarity
metrics previously ranked by [33] on the basis of their recall precision. Particularly, they use a mix of cosine based similarity, extended Jacquard-based
similarity, intensional loss of information and Jensen-Shannon information divergence based similarity retrieval (see [94, 95] for corresponding definitions).
On the other hand, logic based approaches assume the existence of well
defined sets of concepts called ontologies. So the relationship between objects
is identified by referring to a common ontology. One such method that relies
on ontologies to model services is WSMO [43]. A quick snapshot of WSMO
is given in Appendix A.3. However, ontology-based approaches come with
well known problems. Key among them is that there is high complexity in
the design of such ontologies. Consequently, the process is error prone and
moreover there is lack of common ontologies that can fit all service descriptions.
The second subproblem of capability/functional matching can be exemplified as follows; the problem is to know whether the service, {Book}S{P rice},
gives the price of the book, or cost of shipping a book. Specifically, the problem is the ability to know in unmistakable terms that the service is doing
what is expected. This subproblem has been partially addressed using techniques based on IR to find the textual service description of the service. Some
techniques also treat services as objects defined by well-known taxonomies
or ontologies. In addition, a good idea about the service can be established
by comparing the request inputs with service inputs, then compare request
outputs with service outputs. This approach is central to matchmaking techniques [89, 126, 154].
The contributions of this thesis to matchmaking fall in the category of
capability/functional matching. This research extends the matching of services
by looking at the set of objects that are accepted as inputs and those that
are generated as the output. Note that previous approaches that compare
I/O basically perform matchmaking by establishing the shared parameters for
input and output. For instance, Klusch et al. [94, 95] rely on the hasInput
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and hasOutput attributes of the OWL-S ontology. Indeed, most semantic
matchmakers rely on the same technique. Specifically, such approaches are
able to answer that request R is similar to service S because they both input
Book and to output Price. However, they are unable to say that service S is
more similar to say request D because they offer prices in the same range.
The approach developed in this chapter aims at both the input objects as
well as the conditions on the values that the parameters can take. In principle
we look at the kind of states that can be transformed by the services. In
our exposition, we skip the first part of identifying objects in the I/O with
confidence that hybrid techniques such as those in [94, 95] produce satisfactory
results. Perhaps the biggest obstacle with our approach is lack of enough
conditions in the advertised description. Similarly, users may not sufficiently
provide such conditions in the request. However, we take advantage of such
information whenever it is available.
The subproblem of ranking services to select the best is as follows. The
problem is that more than one service may satisfy the request. So there is need
to choose the service to use, therefore a ranking criteria is necessary. Some
ranking techniques may fail to distinguish service up to a certain detail. For instance, ontology based techniques can only distinguish entities up to the most
specific concept defined in that ontology. As has been shown by [89] and other
works from the literature(see for instance [94, 95]), similarity measure can be
adopted and adapted to deal with semantic matching, capability matching and
ranking of goal services. Our focus is on the capability/functional matching
and ranking the goal services.
We look for functional similarity in terms of state transformations and
envelopes. For matching between terms used in the services and the request,
we assume the presence of an ontology. The rest of our approach is significantly different from work we are aware of. For comparison purposes we
consider works by [94, 95] for two reasons. First, they take a hybrid approach
that combines logic-based approaches and non-logic techniques. Secondly they
provide some practical experiments on the performance of the different techniques. Similar to other techniques we are aware of, OWL-MX [95] performs
signature based service matching only. They compare input and output parameter values of a given pair of desired values. Our approach takes a predicate
view on services and thereby include the conditions that are imposed on the
I/O. This techniques is a step beyond basic comparison of inputs and outputs
(called syntactical [95]).
The similarity approach proposed here is able to answer questions such as
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(a) how close can a request input satisfy the service input? (b) how close can
a service output satisfy the service goals? (c) how hard is the service request?
and (d) how big is the computational step provided by a service? All the above
three values provide heuristics for choosing which services to participate in the
construction of a final goal service.
Let ri be the object in a request and wi be the objects in the service.
Similarity measures and logical I/O measures establish the relation between
ri and wi . However, the values that can be assigned to the the objects ri and
wi may be constrained by some conditions. Suppose r1 is the price as one of
the outputs expected by a service. The request may be interested in (200e <
price < 400e). Such conditions are not part of semantic matchmaking and
are ignored by both logic-based approaches and similarity approaches that
operate at semantic level. The similarity measure presented in this thesis
looks at services that are similar in terms of the states that are admitted by
both the request and target service. We express such a relation as Sim(X1 :
E + (In, Ext), X2 : E + (In, Ext)) where X1 and X2 are objects descriptions.
Sim is a function that computes how well X1 ⇒ X2 . The approach also shows
how to deal with both discrete domains and continuous domains.

5.2 A Similarity Function for Boolean Propositions
Our starting point is the general notion of similarity in IR. Precisely, the
intention is to ‘retrieve services’. In IR we have an object, called a document.
The document is described by a number of properties. Let d be the set of these
properties. This set is called the characterization of the document. Then we
have a query q, a pattern to be satisfied by documents. We restrict ourselves
to the boolean model for IR. Then the query is seen as a boolean condition
for properties that describe the objects to evaluate the acceptability of that
object. The document d is considered to be relevant if d |= q. The document
is seen as a value assignment function for properties (attributes). The query
is evaluated given the value assignment for the properties.
In our case, things are a bit similar. In our case an object is something to
be processed by a service. The object is described by a number of properties.
The set of these properties in this case is called an input envelope instance.
We use e to refer to such an input envelope instance. Suppose we have a
service S with a precondition P , a pattern to be satisfied by the envelope.
The precondition is a boolean condition for properties. Then the envelope
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instance e is acceptable for service S if e |= S.
A drawback of the boolean model is that its answers are boolean. By
using a fuzzy evaluation technique, we can get answers like: the document
is relevant for the query with certainty 0.7. We call this score the similarity
between the document and the query: Sim(d, q). In general the similarity
function determines the similarity between two boolean conditions. The similarity function is a fuzzy approach to boolean calculus and fits well with SOA
design paradigm– where services are developed only when no available services
can do the job. Introducing fuzziness allows us to rank services and possibly
see which services can be extended (or locally developed) to satisfy the rest of
the request.
The main idea for a similarity function for boolean expressions is to introduce a function val that transforms boolean expressions into values from
[0, 1]. The value true is mapped onto 1, the values from [0, 1) will correspond
to the value false. Intuitively, the value 0 is interpreted as “very false”, while
a value of 0.99 (say) means “almost true”. So we have the following grounding
rule:
val(x) = 1 ⇔ x
We have the following inductive definition for val:
1. val(F ∧ G) = val(F ) ∗ val(G)
2. val(¬F ) = 1 − val(F )
For the logical OR we find:
3. val(F ∨ G) = 1 − (1 − val(F )) ∗ (1 − val(G))
In our application we are interested in such questions as: can the precondition
for some action of a service be concluded from the current state? and can
the required condition be derived from the postcondition of a service? The
similarity of two boolean expressions F and G therefore is defined as the
degree in which G may be concluded from F :
Sim(F, G) = val(F ⇒ G)
A direct consequence of the grounding rule for the function val is:
if F ⇒ G then Sim(F, G) = 1
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Note that by definition we can conclude from Sim(F, G) = 1 the validity of
F ⇒ G. From the definition of the function val we find the following properties
for the similarity function:
(1) Sim(F, G1 ∧ G2 ) = Sim(F, G1 ) ∗ Sim(F, G2 )
(2) Sim(F, G1 ∨ G2 ) = 1 − (1 − Sim(F, G1 )) ∗ (1 − Sim(F, G2 ))
(3) Sim(F, G) = Sim(¬G, ¬F )
(4) Sim(F1 ∧ F2 , G) = Sim(¬G, ¬F1 ∨ ¬F2 )
= 1 − (1 − Sim(¬G, ¬F1 )) ∗ (1 − Sim(¬G, ¬F2 ))
= 1 − (1 − Sim(F1 , G)) ∗ (1 − Sim(F2 , G))
(5) Sim(F1 ∨ F2 , G) = Sim(¬G, ¬F1 ∧ ¬F2 )
= Sim(¬G, ¬F1 ) ∗ Sim(¬G, ¬F2 )
= Sim(F1 , G) ∗ Sim(F2 , G)
The disjunctive normal form transforms a boolean expression into the sum
of a number of options. Using the rules above, we can decompose the comparison of boolean expressions into the comparison of all their options. If
F = F1 ∨ . . . ∨ Fk and G = G1 ∨ . . . ∨ Gl are in disjunctive normal form, then
we have the following decompositions for the similarity computation:
1. By first expanding the first argument of Sim(F, G) we get:
Sim(F, G) =

k
Y

i=1



1 −

l
Y

j=1



(1 − Sim(Fi , Gj ))

2. By first expanding the second argument of Sim(F, G) we get:
Sim(F, G) = 1 −

l
Y

j=1

1−

k
Y

i=1

!

Sim(Fi , Gj )

In either expansion formula, we take Sim(Fi , Gj ) as our base for similarity
computations. We interpret this decomposition as the decomposition of a
general object patterns into elementary patterns, allowing us to compare the
object descriptions on the base of their atomic patterns. Therefore, we restrict
ourselves to cases where the elementary parts of this decomposition (Fi and
Gj ) are elementary object patterns.
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In our philosophy, we see a goal service as a network that is travelled by an
object, undergoing transformations caused by services. Object characterizations are described as envelope instances. Services require special conditions
for objects to be processed and how the objects are then transformed. We will
further elaborate on the similarity between elementary object patterns and
distinguish between attribute value conditions and external tests.
Let X1 = e1 : E1 + (Int1 , Ext1 ) and X2 = e2 : E2 + (Int2 , Ext2 ) be
elementary object conditions. We are interested in:
Sim(X1 , X2 ) = Sim(e1 : E1 + (Int1 , Ext1 ), e2 : E2 + (Int2 , Ext2 ))
A service may have conditions that must be satisfied before it is executed. If
the condition is not met, the service will fail. In other words the service can
not be invoked, and the postcondition will not be met. For similarity computations, we ignore these guards (i.e., we assume them to be true). During
the construction of a goal service, the condition has to be taken into account
though. Testing the condition may be seen as a service that provides information about the object. Consequently:
Sim(e1 : E1 + (Int1 , Ext1 ), e2 : E2 + (Int2 , Ext2 ))
= Sim(e1 : E1 + (T rue, Ext1 ), e2 : E2 + (T rue, Ext2 ))
The requirements of the object pattern can be interpreted as a restriction
on attribute values for the attributes of the associated envelope. The object
pattern e : E + (T rue, Ext) describes an object that has envelope E. Some of
the attributes of E have values assigned, as specified by the (partial) envelope
instance e. For the other attributes (E − Dom(e)) the values are bound by
the condition Ext. Next we discuss the contribution of an attribute x to the
similarity measure.

5.3.1 Attribute similarity
We will use Simx (X1 , X2 ) to denote the similarity contribution of attribute x
to the similarity of objects X1 and X2 .
For attributes x that are specified by both envelopes the similarity contribution is obtained as the similarity between the two values xe1 and xe2 . We
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assume a domain-specific similarity function Simx to compare actual values
of instances of type x. Then we get:
x ∈ Dom(e1 ) ∩ Dom(e2 ) ⇒ Simx (X1 , X2 ) = Simx (xe1 , xe2 )
Example 5.1 (Domain specific function) Suppose it is known that in the
domain of shipMode, the ordered list hAir, Road, Sea, T raini represents similarity between shipModes. To simplify our computation, we can look at positions as expressed by the indexes such that the domain-specific similarity is
computed as follows
idxAir − idxRoad
SimshipM ode (Air, Road) = 1 −
4




2−1
= 1−
4




= 0.75

The above domain specific function leads to the following similarity table
Air
1

Air
Road
Sea
Train

Road
0.75
1

Sea
0.50
0.75
1

Train
0.25
0.50
0.75
1

In the above example, we have computed the similarity between atomic
objects (objects involving single variables). We would like to extend the similarity measures to objects involving several attributes.

5.3.2 Object similarity
Let us now consider the contribution of an attribute x to the similarity of two
objects. Attributes can take values from their associated domains within the
restrictions from the conditions Ext1 and Ext2 . This is seen as conditional
probability expressed:
P rob(X1 | X2 ) = P rob(e |= X2 | e |= X2 ).
It therefore follows that
P rob(x ∈ A|x = v) =

(

1
0

if v ∈ A,
otherwise.
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Let x[Ext1 |Ext2 ] denote the restricted domain for attribute x of object X1 ,
and x[Ext2 |Ext1 ] the analogous for attribute x of X2 , then the contribution
of this attribute to the similarity score is expressed as:
Simx (X1 , X2 ) =

RR

x[Ext1 |Ext2 ],x[Ext2 |Ext1 ]

Simx (v1 ,v2 ) dv1 dv2

RR

dv1 dv2

x[Ext1 |Ext2 ],x[Ext2 |Ext1 ]

.

Using the convention that for discrete domains ab f (x)dx =
similarity between X1 and X2 then is obtained as:
R

Sim(X1 , X2 ) =

Pb

x=a f (x),

X
1
Simx (X1 , X2 ).
|E1 ∪ E2 | x∈E ∩E
1

the

(5.1)

2

In general, from a set of objects X = {Xi for i > 0}, the object Xi most
similar to X0 corresponds to the maximum similarity computed as follows:
Sim(X0 , Xi ) =

X
1
Simx (X0 , Xi ).
|E0 ∪ Ei | x∈E ∩E
1

i

During matchmaking, the bottom line is to find the best service. Therefore,
X1 or X2 in Equation 5.1 is fixed to represent either the request input Ri ,
or desired request output Ro . Perhaps this can be clearly seen from Figure
5.1. Precisely, for a request (Ri , Ro ), we are interested in (1) Sim(Ri , P )
and (2) Sim(P, Ro ). The first measure, answers the question: How well does
the request input satisfy the service input?. The second measure answers the
question: How well does the service output satisfy the request output?
Example 5.2 We shall work with S1 and S2 from Example 4.3. Consider the
two services S1 :CargoSeaRoad and S2 :CargoAirRoad extended with two input
variables {F romAddress, T oAddress}. Consider the request R1
{Item, F romAddress, T oAddress, shipM ode = Sea}R1 {P rice}
The contribution of the individual attributes to the similarity of R1 and S1 is
as follows:
Sim(R, S1 )Item = 1, Sim(R, S1 )F romAdrress = 1,
Sim(R, S1 )T oAddress = 1, Sim(R, S1 )shipM ode = 1.
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The overall similarity is given by
Sim(R1 , S1 ) =

X
1
Simx (X0 , Xi )
|E0 ∪ Ei | x∈E ∩E
1

i

1
= (1 + 1 + 1 + 1) = 1.
4
For R1 and S2 , we have:

Sim(R, S2 )Item = 1, Sim(R, S2 )F romAdrress = 1,
Sim(R, S2 )T oAddress = 1, Sim(R, S2 )shipM ode = 0.
The overall similarity is given by
Sim(R1 , S2 ) =

X
1
Simx (X0 , Xi )
|E0 ∪ Ei | x∈E ∩E
1

i

1
= (1 + 1 + 1 + 0) = 0.75.
4

We can see that Sim(R1 , S1 ) > Sim(R1 , S2 ), therefore we can conclude
that S1 is more suitable than S2 .

5.3.3 Measuring Goal services and Goal factors
Equipped with the same similarity technique, in relation to Figure 5.1, we
can compute Sim(Ri , Ro ) and Sim(P, Q). As depicted by Figure 5.1, the first
measure answers the question: How hard is the problem? while the second
measure answers the question: How big is the computation step? Certainly, the
all potential goal services can be represented as a pair of Pre/Post conditions.
Therefore, the same similarity technique not only chooses the best services
to participate in goal service but can also be used to select the best goal service.
Moreover, it can be used to measure the level of progress of goal factors during
the composition process.
Next we present the similarity calculus that governs the use of the similarity
measure.

5.4. Service Calculus
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How big is the step?

Request output Ro

Request Input Ri
e : E + (Int, Ext)

P

How well does the object
satisfy the entry condition?

S

Q

f : F + (Int′ , Ext′ )

How well does the
service obtain the goal?

How hard is the problem?

Figure 5.1. Request Satisfaction Conceptual Model

5.4 Service Calculus
Let S be a service, and let P re and P ost be conditions. Then we can extend
our similarity function between predicates to also cover the similarity between
services and conditions. This is done as follows. The suitability of a service
to be invoked from condition P re is defined as:
Sim(P re, S) = min {Sim(P re, P ) | (P, Q) ∈ tr(S)}
Note that we will have min(⊘) = 0. The following defines the degree in which
the service will move towards the postcondition P ost:
Sim(S, P ost) = min {Sim(Q, P ost) | (P, Q) ∈ tr(S)}
We will also introduce a weighted conditional version:∗
Simσ (S, P ost | P re) = min {Sim(Q, P ost) | (P, Q) ∈ tr(S) ∧ Sim(P re, P ) ≥ σ}
Some immediate consequences are:
∗

A probabilistic interpretation could be: P r(Sim(S, P ost) > δ|Sim(P re, S) > ǫ).
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(1). Sim(P, abort) = 0
(2). Sim(abort, Q) = 0
(3). Sim(P, skip) = 1
(4). Sim(skip, Q) = 0
(5). Sim(P, [S1 , S2 ]) = min(Sim(P, S1 ), Sim(P, S2 ))†
(6). Sim(P, S1 ; S2 ) = Sim(P, S1 )
(7). Sim([S1 , S2 ], Q) = min(Sim(S1 , Q), Sim(S2 , Q))
(8). Sim(S1 ; S2 , Q) = Sim(S2 , Q)
(9). Sim(P, hS1 , . . . , Sk i) = Sim(P, S1 ) + (1 − Sim(P, S1 )) ∗ Sim(P, S2 ) + . . .
As expected, the service constant abort is introduced to represent the condition
service false. The service skip can be used as a special denotation for the
condition service true.

5.5 Building Networks of Services
Roughly, the construction of a solution to a service request is carried out by
comparing the initial request to a set of available concrete services to establish
the most suitable service and then recursively compare the unsatisfied part of
the request with the concrete services. The request satisfaction and computational model assumes a request environment in which the ‘state’ of the request
is computed on the basis of the service envelopes that participate in satisfying
the request.
If we use the similarity technique, then we can introduce a special heuristic.
We first find the services that are most likely to be relevant for our object
(characterized as) e. For example, we take a threshold θ for the degree in
which the precondition of a service is satisfied by the input envelope instance,
and find:
P romising1 = {S | Sim(P re, S) ≥ θ} .
†

Square brackets introduced to avoid confusion between the ‘comma’ and choice operator
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The request will also specify the requested postcondition P ost for the object
e. We can make a similar selection on services based on how well the postcondition is satisfied by the result of a service action, and introduce also in this
case a threshold:
P romising2 = {S | Sim(S, P ost) ≥ θ} .
Then it seems reasonable to restrict ourselves to candidate services
P romising1 ∩ P romising2
The set P romising2 may be sharpened as follows:
P romising2a = {S | Simσ (S, P ost|P re) ≥ θ} .
A service invocation will transform the incoming object into an object that is
more close to the requirements of the request:
n

o

P romising3 = S | ∃(P,Q)∈tr(S) [Sim(Q, P ost) > Sim(P, P ost)] .
For services from this set, repeated invocation may make sense, as each
invocation will bring the object closer to the requested format described by
P ost.
We would like to point out that we do not claim better performance compared to more established techniques such as backward chaining, forward
chaining and estimation regression. Forward chaining is a technique that
uses requested inputs to choose the services to invoke. Backward chaining
uses requested outputs to choose services that can deliver the outputs. Linear
regression is a combination of forward and backward chaining. Perhaps we
should also point out that the above techniques are common in AI techniques
and have not been used with similarity measures. Nevertheless, we present
our heuristics such that our approach can be related to other general ways of
building networks of services.

5.6 Discussion
The idea behind similarity measure is two fold (1) to establish the most appropriate objects (2) to mitigate the complexity of classic satisfiability problems
that are known to be None-Polynomial (NP).
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5.6.1 Extended similarity measures
The above expressions measure similarity in two dimensions (as seen in the
double integrals and summation). The first dimension is in relation to the
presence of an attribute in the objects of the service. The second dimension
is in relation to the number of instances (states) permitted by both objects
(envelops). These two dimensions capture the function capability which can
be seen from the potential contents of the envelopes that are exchanged. However, beyond service capabilities, several approaches utilize different details in
service descriptions such as name, text description and so forth.
Obviously, the function capability is an element of the overall service description. We think therefore that at the level of service description document
d, Sim(d1 , d2 ) can be measured using more conventional approaches to provide initial indexing of services. The idea here is to establish services that
are for instance in the category of Travel. Once this is achieved, a more
pointed discovery approach that combines both state and I/O can be applied
by looking at the similarity of the actual inputs and outputs.

5.6.2 Practical concerns
There are several challenges in the application of the above expressions. However, before we explain some ways to mitigate the challenges, let us first introduce two terminologies: false positives and false negatives. False positives
are the set services that may be ranked as being more similar when in reality
they are not. On the other hand, false negatives is the set of services that may
be ranked as less similar when in reality they have more in common with the
reference object. So, the aim of a good similarity measure is to minimise both
sets.
Several causes may contribute elements to both sets. However, the most
contribution comes from imprecise request representation and imprecise service descriptions. For instance, a user is more likely to specify the desired
output object compared to input objects. As pointed out by [93] some objects indicated as input may also appear as output. We assume a common
understanding about the structure of the parameter objects. In practice such
structures are more available and easily exchanged in terms of schemas and
concepts in ontologies. So an object parameter has well known properties.
Properties have well known functions that can be performed on them.
As way of illustration, an airline service has passenger as part of input
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object and ticket as part of the output objects. The ticket object may
have {date, arrivalAddress, depAddress, name, class} among
others. Similarly, a passenger object has properties such as {name}. By
default, we shall inspect such properties to see if they are among the objects
desired by the user.
The above flexibility is very important because service providers are more
likely to advertise ticket as the output object rather than arrivalAddress.
Yet arrivalAddress is likely to be part of the user request. Also note that
our similarity measure is not reflexive, that is:
Sim(X1 , X2 ) 6= Sim(X2 , X1 )
Therefore, we are more interested in the presence of the desired objects in the
service description. This implies that there is no problem when we assume
more objects in the request than those actually in the service description.

5.6.3 Degrees of Match (DoM)
The level of match between two entities is referred to as Degree of Match
(DoM). For two predicates A and B that characterise sets, Table 5.1 describes
the common DoM in the literature [90, 126, 154, 176], where A and B are
predicates that characterize sets.
A≡B
A 6= B
A |= B
B |= A
A∩B

∀e [e |= A ⇔ e |= B]
¬[∃e [e |= A ∧ e |= B]]
∀e [e |= A =⇒ |= B]
∀e [e |= B =⇒ e |= A]
∃e [e |= A ∧ e |= B]
∧¬∀e [e |= A ⇔ e |= B]
∧¬∀e [e |= A =⇒ |= B]

Exact match
disjoint
plugin
subsume
Intersection

Table 5.1. Degrees of Match

Compared to other approaches, similarity measures allow fuzziness and
do not rigidly partition the DoM into discrete values. Similarity approaches
not only admit the above set of degrees of match, but they also allow a more
non-discrete degrees of match over the range [1, 0] with 1 and 0. Exact Match
corresponds to Sim(A, B) = 1 and disjoint corresponds to Sim(A, B) = 0.
The other DoM lie somewhere between (1, 0). On this note, we can argue that
similarity measures offer more flexibility on the side of the requester, in that
infinitely many values can be used between (0, 1).
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5.7 Related Work
There are two primary approaches in matchmaking (1) non-logic based approaches (2) logic-based approaches. In non-logic approaches, the idea is to
look for patterns and objects that are shared among the service descriptions
and the request. For instance, in keyword based matching, term matching
is applied. It relies on traditional information retrieval techniques. Registries
such as UDDI provide lookup services that support keyword search. Non logicbased approaches include (a) graph matching (b) data mining (c) linguistics
(d) content based retrieval. Logic based approaches exploit logic based inferences on the underlying logic that represents the request or description.
Representative examples of such logic based approaches include [15, 126, 174].
Logic based matching such as [91] use set based modelling. In set based discovery, postconditions, effects of services, and goals are described by sets of
objects. Matching is considered and set of theoretical relation between the
set of objects defined by the concreted service and the goal service. Hybrid
based approaches such as OWL-MX [94, 95] combine logic based matching
and non-logic based matching. They combine the degree of logical matching
and the degree of syntactical similarity matching.
On the other hand similarity measures rely on well-known techniques from
Information Retrieval. Such techniques include term similarity and language
processing. At the level of identifying objects used by requests and services,
similarity approaches try to identify similarities between textual descriptions
of services. As pointed out [95, 94], similarity measures show a good level
of precision and allow more levels of degrees of match. However, existing
approaches use similarity approaches to only determine services that process
similar objects. They are able to capture similarity between services inputs or
outputs but can not capture the relation between inputs and outputs of the
same services. In other words, existing approaches cannot reveal the relation
between the initial and final states of a service.
In [157], an evaluation of different discovery approaches is provided. The
key issues are considered as (1) Query and advertisement language – that is,
expressiveness of the language and how easy is it to write a query (2) Scalability - in terms of increase in service descriptions and volumes of services (3)
Reasoning support (4) Match making versus brokerring – if the matchmaker
takes part in the invocation of services and actual execution (5) Mediation
support -support for resolving mismatching semantics.
It has been pointed out in [89, 94] that both content based and hybrid
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semantic matchmaking can outperform pure logic based approaches. In OWLS and WSMO they require that user submit requests in the same language
defined by the underlying decidable description logic. The technique relies on
the underlying description logic to compute the subsumption relation based
on the terminologies. Examples include [15, 106, 154]. A key disadvantage of
logic based approaches pointed out by [94] is that expressiveness is limited by
the decidability of the underlying Description Logic (DL). For instance it has
been pointed out that, relevant semantic web service descriptions that only
differ from the request in one pair of unmatched conjunctive constraints such
as for siblings concepts in a given ontology would not be found by pure logic
approaches. Further they require that both the service and the request to be
expressed in the in terms of a decidable underlying description logic such as
OWL-DL, OWL-Lite.
Similarity measures [33] form part of non-logical techniques and have
widely been applied in matchmaking. They easily scale from semantic matchmaking that may involve linguistic semantics and texture descriptions to functional matchmaking as used in our case. As compared to the logic based approaches, similarity measures do not suffer from decidability problem and can
be used at different level of machining.
Works by [15], apply DL but then transforms into a hypergraph. They
use the difference operator to compute the best covering set of services. More
generally, graph based techniques represent
On the side of techniques to build networks of services, Zhang et al.[177]
search and create a network of all available services. Nodes represent the
available services and the edges represent the similarity. The edges encode
whether one of the services outputs may serve as one of service inputs. Edges
are weighted according to the level of correspondence of the associated input
output. The approach then proceeds to find the shortest path. In [109]
services are restricted to single input/output. Although this greatly simplifies
the algorithm, it is very restrictive in real practice. The approach in [177]works
in O(n3 ).
For AI inspired approaches, a combination of forward chaining and backward chaining is estimation regression. The strategy is to apply a forward
search while using heuristics from backward chaining. Typical approaches
are seen in [111], where a sequence of how to interact with single service is
generated.
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5.8 Conclusion and Future Work
We have extended the notion of matchmaking to allow measuring the similarity
between discovered composite services and the request. The flexibility of our
technique allows us to answer some questions about the services as well as
the request. We have been able to provide means to measure similarity of
services, and any sub-service that moves towards the goal. By measuring
similarity between pre/post conditions of a service, we can say which services
provide a ‘bigger’ computational step. Likewise, we can say which request is
’harder’ in terms of the states that need to be transformed.
Most important, we have been able to extent the notion of similarities and
match making beyond simple comparison of I/O. Our two dimensional similarity approaches considers the I/O as well as the sates of the permitted by
the different I/O. Bearing in mind, that this can be computational expensive,
we have provided means to compute such values through domain specific functions. We have also extended our similarity measure to cover both the discrete
and non-discrete attributes.
Our future intention is to integrate our approach with ontology descriptions and high-level non-logical matchmaking approaches that look at other
textual descriptions that are provided in various service registries. A good
starting point in this effort could be works by [94, 95] where various similarity
approaches have already been integrated.
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Chapter 6

Specification of Goal Systems
In this chapter, we refine the abstract goal services to include internal details
of participating services. We also present a specification of the goal service
that includes exceptional responses which may occur during service execution.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 is the overview
of this chapter followed by service refinement in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3,
we provide the concrete specification of a goal service. Then we relate our
construction approach to orchestration and choreography of the goal services
in Section 6.4. We give related work in Section 6.5 and end with a conclusion
and future work in Section 6.6.

6.1 Overview
In the previous chapters we have presented a constructive approach for discovery of services and composition that leads to a goal service. The services
have been modelled as atomic; that is, a service can be executed in a single
call. We assumed that a goal service is a set of sequences of atomic services.
The research in this chapter extends the approach to model internal details of
each service that may be predefined by the participating services. The details
include internal messages, operations defined by the service plus any order on
the execution of the operations.
The primary objective is to provide complete sets of traces for messages
and operations that are internal to each service. In principle, each service
is unfolded to specify in detail how the goal service can be executed. Once
we have unfolded the traces to be followed in each service, then it can be
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concluded that we know how to invoke the set of services to realise a given
goal. Collectively, the set of unfolded traces forms a concrete solution to the
request.
The next point of concern is to present the solution as a specification that
represents the goal service such that it can be advertised for use by others.
This is an equally important concern in the realm of service-orientation, in
that it immediately extends the approach beyond providing sets of solutions
to construction of specification for new services. We see a specification as a
concrete composition of services. Therefore, we shall have devised an approach
to discover and specify services to perform bigger tasks. Overall, we shall have
discovered specifications of services.
From the component services that make the goal service, we already have a
set of services. The task is to write a specification using the services. However,
each service is autonomous and can behave in a non-deterministic manner.
That is, it is not possible to control each output that can be generated by a
service. Moreover the output envelope may contain irrelevant details or there
may be an exception. For a quick illustration, consider a service representing
a bookstore that can sell books. This service satisfies the request where books
are the desired output. However, if during the course of execution, the books
are not available or some other message is generated, then the service is unable
to satisfy the request.
In addition, the definition of request satisfaction does not directly map
to execution of services. A request is semantically satisfiable if a goal service can provide the desired outputs. Nonetheless, other outputs are nondeterministically possible. To account for this non-determinism, the approach
is extended to specify the behaviour of the goal service in all possible situations. That is, the specification of a goal service describes what the requester
should do when a participating service behaves in a way that a request is not
interested in.
To sum up, the research in this chapter makes the following specific contributions: We extend abstract goal services into concrete service specifications,
we address the autonomy of services to cover all possible situations that may
arise in each service, and we relate the concrete execution semantics of a goal
service to orchestration and choreography.
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6.2 Goal Service Refinement
To explain the problem better, let us borrow notation from [17], expressed as;
Goal System = {Request, {GS} , spec(GS)}

(6.1)

Expression 6.1 is interpreted as follows. Starting form the Request, we have
the goal service GS; which has been represented as a composition of abstract
services. At this level of representation, the internal execution semantics are
concealed. spec(GS) is the refined representation of a goal service that provides the concrete execution semantics to satisfy the request. Perhaps, we
should point out that the use of the notation in Equation 6.1 is slightly different from Berardi et. al [17]. In [17], L is used in place of spec(GS) to refer
to links between GS and client. In our case spec(GS), as we shall show, can
be expressed as an orchestration of services or choreography of services.
In Section 4.3, we started from the state transformation view, and imposed
on this view the predicate transformer view as follows:

tr(S) = {(P, Q)|∀e [e |= P ⇒ ∃f [(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ f |= Q]]}

(6.2)

In this section, the predicate transformer view in Expression 6.2 is refined
to cover exceptional responses from elementary services also. We assumed
that after the invocation of a service, the resulting envelope will contain an
assignment to the variable ‘response’. The service will provide global feedback
on the performance through the variable. The actual responses are used to
synchronise the activities in the intended way. Further, the refined setup takes
into account that elementary services may fail for some reason. The response
variable will indicate this situation, and likely also be more specific on the kind
of failure. For our purpose, it will be more convenient to assume a single failure
response value (which in essence may be seen as an error checking function on
the response values).
It is assumed that in the case of unavailability such that no output messages
is generated by the service; the client service assumes a response of Fail after
sometime. After a response of Fail, a new discovery process may be initiated
to replace the unavailable service.
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6.2.1 Non-determinism and autonomy
To get a better handle at the refinement process, we shall introduce an explicit
S
→ mk
notion of trace. We call [m0 ]S1 . . . Sk [mk ] a trace of service S if m0 −
with intermediate envelopes hm1 , . . . , mk i and hS1 , . . . Sk i the intermediate
elementary steps. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (mi−1 , mk ) ∈ st(Si ). We will refer to
the sequence hm1 , . . . , mk i as a conversation of the trace and to hS1 , . . . Sk i as
its execution path. Let trace(S) be the set of all traces from service S.
As a consequence of an action caused failure, we shall assume that for each
message mi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) in the conversation sequence hm0 , m1 , . . . mk i of some
trace of service S this message to contain the condition mi .response 6= failure,
as mi .response = failure would imply the abortion of the service execution.
This ‘dot’ notation in m.response is used to access the value of the attribute
response in message mi . The dot notation may also be understood as function
application equivalent to mi (response). With respect to the definition from
Expression 4.2;
tr(S) = {(P, Q) | ∀e [e |= P ⇒ ∃f [(e, f ) ∈ st(S) ∧ f |= Q]]} ,
this would mean that we have to sharpen the definition to involve failures
explicitly
tr(S) = {(P, Q) | ∀e [e |= P ∧ e.response 6= failure ⇒
∃f [(e, f ) ∈ tr(S) ∧ f.response 6= f ailure ∧ f |= Q]]}
So this definition does not give a clue when a service fails. Consequently,
for compound services there is no clue of its behaviour in case of failure of
some elementary service from S. In terms of implementation, the response
attribute can be related to headers associated with SOAP messaging. Several
headers are supported by SOAP as part of the messaging system. In SOAP,
an intermediary service may be required to understand and process the attribute or not. In our case, the attribute response is assigned a value by the
intermediate service. Once the value is m.response = failure, then the output
message is part of the final output to the consumer. Such a message denotes
non-deterministic behaviour on the side of the participating service. The final
goal service cannot be achieved.
Now,nwe shall extend
o state transformer view in Expression 4.1 from
S
st(S) = (e, f ) | e −
→ f with no failure to st(S) including failure as follows:
• st(S; T ) = st(S; (failure, ¬failure; T ));
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• st(S, T ) = st(S) ∪ st(T );
• st(S ≻ T ) = st(S; (failure; T, ¬failure)).

6.2.2 Internal processing of services
Next we focus on the re-engineering schema to construct a description from
a compound service S when its traces, trace(S) are known. Two traces are
called compatible if they have the same execution sequence. Obviously, this
relation is an equivalence relation on traces. Each class has associated unique
execution sequence. For example, suppose we find the following classes (see
Figure 6.1), corresponding to respectively:

S1 ; S2

S1 ; S3

S2 ; S3

S1 ;S2
S1 ;S3
S2 ;S3
Figure 6.1. Equivalence of traces

The classes in Figure 6.1 may be seen as possible actions that can be
invoked on S. The description of S then is:
S1 ; S2 , S1 ; S3 , S2 ; S3.
Note that this description is not unique. For example, the structure may be
modified as follows:
1)

S1 ; (S2 , S3 ), S2 ; S3

2)

S1 ; S2 , (S1 , S2 ); S3

Remark 6.1 The known traces within a service may also be understood as
a sequence of operations in the context of WSDL in web services.
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Let t = [m0 ]S1 . . . Sk [mk ] be a trace of S, then we introduce
1.
2.
3.
4.

head(t) = m0
tail(t) = mk
convers(t) = hm0 , m1 . . . mk i
expath(t) = hS0 , S1 . . . Sk i

Two traces t1 and t2 , can be combined to form a new trace t1 ; t2 by concatenating traces t1 and t2 if tail(t1 ) = head(t2 ). Let t1 = σ[m] and t2 = [m]τ ,
then t1 ; t2 = σ[m]τ . We will call trace u a prefix of trace t, if for some trace
v, we have that u; v = t.
Lemma 6.2 convers(t1 ; t2 )=convers(t1 );convers(t2 )
Proof: The proof follows directly from the structure of the trace t.



Example 6.3 Consider traces t1 = [m0 ]S1 [m1 ] and t2 = [m1 ]S2 [m2 ] then
convers([m0 ]S1 [m1 ]; [m1 ]S2 [m2 ])
= convers([m0 ]S1 [m1 ]S2 [m2 ])
= hm0 , m1 , m2 i
Next, we shall look at the internal processing of a service in terms of
activities. That is, the processing done by the service before the final output
envelope is generated. We see the internal processing of the service in terms
of the sub-traces. Therefore we shall consider the sub-traces to correspond
to the activities that can take place in a service. An activity of a service S,
denoted by act(S) is defined as:
n

o

act(S) = u | ∃t∈traces(S) [u is prefix of t] .
Visually, the interpretation of trace(S) and act(S) should be understood in
terms of Figure 6.2.
Obviously, the elements of trace(S) are traces. For each trace, we can
access the conversation. Let <> represent an empty trace, then we have that
act(Skip) =<>
The intuitive meaning of an activity is as follows. Each service defines a set
of operations that may be invoked in a specific order. Each allowed order of
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Figure 6.2. Illustration of trace(S)

execution is seen as a sequence forming a sub-trace of the internal processing
of the service. For non-composite services but with many operations, the subtraces are defined on the operations also called elementary services. The tail
and the head of complete traces on a service form the input and outputs of
the services. Further, for conversations of length 2, we have an elementary
operation on a service.
An activity may succeed or fail depending on the responses of the intermediate operations. More generally, the activities represent part of a service
defined by a provider that can be executed independent of the other parts of
the service. Moreover, the dependencies within the activity are captured by
the trace. Therefore services are decomposed (refined) into traces.
Remark 6.4 (Notation) Where no confusion can arise, we shall use op(S)
to refer to operations and elementary services defined for service S. We shall
also use the sets inp(S) and outp(S) to refer to all inputs and output messages
including those that may be internal to the service under consideration.
Example 6.5 We start by providing a tabular display of a service representing a shop in Table 6.1. To avoid cluttering in our expressions and diagrams,
we shall use a shorter label and descriptive name for the messages and actions
in the examples. The notation will take the form, label:DescriptiveName. We
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shall use either the label or shorter name depending on convenience and length
of expressions involved.
a ∈ op(S)

m ∈ inp(S)

m ∈ outp(S)

a2 : submitOrder

m01 :SubmitOrderReq

m21 :SubmitOrderResp
m22 :BadOrder
m23 :InvalidCode
m24 :ConfigFault

a1 : getCatalog

m02 :GetCatalogReq

m11 :GetCatalogResp
m12 :NoItemsFound

Table 6.1. Static Representation of a Shop Service labelled with shorter message and operation names

One activity that can be defined for the shop service is SELLITEM with
two operations getCatalog followed by submitOrder. SELLITEM allows one to
buy items in the shop. Therefore, the activity SELLITEM has several outputs.
We shall use a ‘program’ like syntax in Figure 6.3, to explain the notion of
response and conversation.
getCatalog(
response={
GetCatlogResp;submitOrder(
response={
SubmitOrderResp
|BadOrder
|InvalidCode
|ConfigFault
}
)
|NoItemsFound
}
}
)
Figure 6.3. listings of activity sellItem

The listings in Figure 6.3 should be interpreted as follows. After invocation
of getCatalog the ‘program’ gets a response value and then decides to proceed
or not. In our case, GetCatalogResp.response6=failure, therefore it proceeds
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with the operation submitOrder. Otherwise we have that NoItemsFound.response =
failure, in which case the message NoItemsFound becomes part of the final outputs. The message is interpreted as Fail in respect to the goal. On the other
hand, by executing the operation submitOrder a new response is generated for
each of the possible outputs.
We can represent the general trace pattern by
trace(S) = {[m01 ]a1 [m11 |m12 ]; a2 [m21 |m22 |m23 |m24 ]} .
For the goal of ‘sellItems’, then we have that m11 .response 6= f ailure,
such that the following are the only valid traces.
trace(S) = {[m01 ]getCatalog[m11 ]; submitOrder[m21 ],
[m01 ]getCatalog[m11 ]; submitOrder[m22 ],
[m01 ]getCatalog[m11 ]; submitOrder[m23 ],
[m01 ]getCatalog[m11 ]; submitOrder[m24 ],
[m01 ]getCatalog[m12 ]]}.
Therefore, for t = trace(S) then we have
convers(t) = { hgetCatalogResp, SubmitOrderRespi ,
hgetCatalogResp, BadOrderi ,
hgetCatalogResp, InvalidCodei ,
hgetCatalogResp, ConfigFaulti ,
hNoItemsFoundi}.
In the above traces, head(t) is sent to the consumer. In respect to ‘sellitems’,
the undesired messages are mapped to the ‘error’ message Fail.
More elegantly, as indicated in Figure 6.4, we shall represent the services
as a tree, where the responses make the nodes and actions make the arcs.

6.3 Service Specifications
We can see the services to form a lattice structure, S1 ⊆ S2 . Skip is the bottom
element and elementary operations make the immediate level above Skip. In
Figure 6.5 operations are denoted by op in the dashed box. Then the levels
that follow are compound services.
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[m22 ]

[m21 ]

a2

[m24 ]

[m23 ]
a2

a2

a2

[m11 ]

[m12 ]
a1

a1

[m01 ]
Figure 6.4. Activity tree, showing responses as nodes. (refer to Table 6.1 for descriptive names
of messages and operations)

S

S

S

op

S

op

S

S

op

Skip
Figure 6.5. Service as lattice

In our setup the static elements of a service are accessed by inp(S), outp(S),
and op(S). The triple inp(S), outp(S), op(S) denoted by sig(S) shall represent
the signature of a service. A service S2 is a realisation for S1 if there is
signature morphism from S1 to S2 such that α(inp(S1 )) ⊆ inp(S2 ). So each
message acceptable for S1 can be transformed into a message for S2 . The
notion of realisation is depicted in Figure 6.6.
Suppose pS1 q is a trace, then
• α(p) is acceptable for S2 , ∃r [α(p)S2 r]
• suppose α(p)S2 r, then r is compatible with q or α(q) ⊆ r.
Example 6.6 Suppose S1 is an elementary service, then zooming in on S1
may be seen as finding a compound service S2 that is a signature morphism
from S1 .

6.4. Orchestration and Choreography
α(p)

p
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S2

r ⊇ α(q)

S1

q

Figure 6.6. S2 realises S1 .
α

Remark 6.7 If S1 −
→ S2 and p ∈ inp(S1 ), then p.request is simulated via
α(p).request

6.4 Orchestration and Choreography
Orchestration of services involves the use of a mediator between the consumer
and the service that participate in the goal services. In orchestration, no direct messaging between services is involved. All communication goes through
the mediator. On the other hand, in choreography of services, there is direct messaging between services. We shall argue that the difference between
orchestration and choreography is the controller in routing the different messages.
In our setup, we have not explicitly modelled the return locations of the
messages generated by each of the participating services. Nevertheless, we can
implement the final goal service as an orchestration or choreography of services.
Let t = [m0 ]S1 . . . Sk [mk ] be a trace of S. The default control flow of message
is that each service in t, sends the message to its immediate successor in the
trace. Then the message head(t) is originated by the client and the message
tail(t) is returned to the client. Clearly, this scheme is a choreography based
architecture where the messages are sent directly to participating services.
To model, orchestration, we shall introduce a special mediating service S ′
such that st(S ′ ) is the identity function, that is
st(S ′ ) = {(e, e) | e ∈ U} .
The mediator service S ′ is then considered to be part of the trace before and
after every service in the goal service. Then the orchestration of trace t by
mediator S ′ denoted by orch(t, S ′ ) is expressed as
1. orch([m], S ′ ) = [m];
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2. orch([m]St, S ′ ) = [m]S ′ [m]S; orch(t; S ′ ).

Visually, the control flow of messages by orchestration should be understood in terms of Figure 6.7. The consumer interacts with the services through
S ′ . In Figure 6.7, we represent one orchestrator S ′ and draw the traces through
it, leading to a diagram commonly used to depict mediation.
S1
m0
m1
C

m1

S′

S2

m2
mk−1
mk

Sk

Figure 6.7. Orchestration of trace t by S ′ . C, represents a consumer

For the case of orchestration, it should be possible to allow any number of
mediators in the interaction of services. In practice the mediator can forward,
replicate and join messages. In our case we have modelled one mediator whose
functionality is to forward messages.

6.5 Related Work
In our previous work [86], the notion of guarantees and labels was used to
synchronise messages. Here, the labels and guarantees are replaced with the
logical implication that fits well with the abstract goal services.
We can therefore represent the activities using a tree representation. A
tree representation comes with well known properties to model the service
structure. The nodes represent operations and arcs represent the message
outputs. We shall call these trees operation trees. The notion of trees in
modelling service is not really a new concept. It has been used by [19, 21].
In [19] trees are used to represent internal and execution sequences, while [21]
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uses trees to represent web service interface. The only difference in our use of
trees is that we consider the tree to represent a part of the service.
Our notion of mediator is similar to the strict mediation in [17], where
they discuss automatic composition of transition-based semantic web services
with messaging. Strict mediation requires that all messages are either sent
or received by the mediator. They provide a more rigorous discussion of the
mediation. In their setup, they aim to find a mediator from a collection of
services. Consequently, they also discuss the decidability concerns that may
arise. In our case, our approach is proof by construction, and the notion of
mediations is seen as controller of the flow of messages to bring about the
discovered set of traces.

6.6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have been able to refine the abstract traces obtained during discovery into
concrete execution semantics that show the extended view during processing
of goal services. Additionally, we have extended the execution of services to
account for the non-deterministic behaviour of services. That is, each service
is assumed to be autonomous such that its behaviour cannot be controlled
externally.
The refinement of services into concrete execution semantics links the extended discovery of services to concrete execution process and then orchestration of services. That is, refinement of abstract services to concrete services it
that final step in the end-to-end approach that starts with a request, followed
by discovery and then concrete execution semantics.
In addition, when the abstract network of services is refined into concrete
execution semantics, it may be the case that the goal service can be achieved
by executing the underlying services concurrently. Therefore, it may be necessary to establish, in an automatic manner which parts of the request can
be executed concurrently from the set of available services. A more powerful
notion of concurrency based on automata or Petri nets is needed especially at
the level orchestration and choreography of concrete execution of the services.
We have also been able to relate the execution of the final goal service as
an orchestration of services and choreography of services. Perhaps we should
point out that, as future work, it may be interesting to relate the traces to web
service standards such as BPEL4WS. We shall be interested in investigating
the use or several mediators in the construction process. Additionally, more
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functionality such as forwarding and replication of services can be modelled
into the orchestration.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we summarise our answers to the research questions asked
in Section 1.4. We also summarise the contributions made in this thesis.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.1, we give quick
and brief answers to the research questions. In Section 7.2, we highlight the
contributions. We end with ideas on the possible future directions for the work
presented in this thesis.

7.1 Research Questions and Answers
In this section we answer the general research question as per the thesis followed by answers to the specific questions that support the main answer.

7.1.1 Design of SOS, SOA and Instances
The first general objective was to improve the understanding and design of
service-oriented systems. The answer is based on the drivers of SOA, the
study of different instances and enhancement made by SOA in key design
principles [83]. In relation to the drivers, we have pointed out in [83, 84]
and Chapter 3 how service discovery plays a significant role in advancing the
desired level of reuse, agility, autonomy and flexibility of services. Moreover,
we proposed in Section 3.7 an approach that emphasises discovery of services
based on the advertised description of services followed by refinement into executable services.
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RQ 1 What is SOA and what qualifies an approach to be called an instance
of SOA?
The 4-viewpoint model [84] captures the relation between SOA and its
instances. It also serves as a basis for the design of new instances. Overall
the conceptual viewpoint underlies all instances of SOA. The infrastructure,
role and behavioural viewpoints not only support the conceptual viewpoint,
but also explicitly state the expectations of each instance of SOA.
RQ 1.1 What is general to all instances of SOA?
From the analysis in Chapter 3 and general structure captured by the viewpoints in the viewpoint model (Section 3.3), an instance of SOA is qualified
by the underlying design based on the conceptual viewpoint and supported by
the infrastructure, role and behaviour viewpoints. All approaches that qualify
as SOA will provide support for the above viewpoints, although at varying
levels of details. The infrastructure viewpoint suggests that the communication, structure and interaction of services need to be strictly separated. Thus,
all SOA inspired approaches allow the interaction of larger services to be built
from smaller but similarly structured services that may communicate in different ways.
RQ 1.2 How do instances of SOA differ?
The level of details supported in different viewpoints reflects the nature
of various instances. Additionally, the target domain for the SOA instance;
whether it is hardware, software or both creates a need for different infrastructure and techniques, thus a source of difference in instances. This has been
explained in terms of vertical refinement in Section 3.3.
RQ 1.3 What enhancements can be made to SOA?
In relation to the drivers of SOA and instances, the discovery of services
has adverse effects on SOA. As we have discussed in Section 3.6, the discovery
approach affects the level of agility, reuse, flexibility, loose coupling and autonomy in SOA. On the same basis, we have proposed in Section 3.7 to extend
the discovery process such that more complex networks of services are discov-
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ered before refinement into concrete systems. Indeed, we have expressively
presented an extended discovery approach in [88] and Chapter 4, followed by
refinement of discovered services into concrete executable services.

7.1.2 Extended Discovery
We presented composition logic for discovery of services. The treatment allows extended discovery of services. We have been able to provide a framework
that extends discovery beyond direct and indirect discovery of services. Direct
discovery allows one-to-one discovery where a single request is satisfied by a
single service otherwise the request is considered unsatisfiable. In our case, we
have considered discovery as a composition problem with sequential, choice,
and preferential choice composition. As we have discussed in Chapter 4, larger
networks of services can be discovered. Moreover, we have adapted a more
structured approach for the composition of services.
RQ 2 How can we discover more complex networks of services that satisfy a
request?
We have used a set of compositional operators to express discovery as a
composition logic problem. The set of operators serve as building blocks for
networks of services. We have discussed in Section 4 how different networks of
services are constructed. Further, Section 5.5 gives the heuristics to construct
the networks of services. Additionally, as pointed out in Section 4, by taking
a cross product of goal services, we can combine goal services into larger networks of services.
RQ 2.1 How can we reason about the discovery of networks of services?
The composition logic based on Hoare’s Logic and Dijkstra’s weakest precondition transformers that provides the necessary tools to reason about the
construction of services [88]. Moreover, the dual view on services: the intention and extensional view provide the handle to reason about the services
at the level of state and behaviour. We have shown in Section 4.3 how the
state view, st(S), and predicate transformer view tr(S), relate to each other.
Additionally, the similarity calculus presented in Section 5.4, defines how to
reason about the services to participate in the construction of goal service.
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RQ 2.2 How to select the best services to participate in the goal service?
The answer to this question is explicitly given by the similarity calculus
function in Section 5.2 and similarity calculus developed in Section 5.4. The
similarity measure has been extended for both discrete and continuous domains. Our similarity approach assumes the presence of other techniques,
perhaps based on similarity measures to resolve semantic issues. The similarity measure developed in Section 5.4 is based on the level of implication and
provides means to resolve the operators e |= P and P ⇒ Q for envelope e and
predicates P and Q. The solutions to the above operators give a value for the
degree of match (DoM), which guides selection of services.
RQ 2.3 How to select the best networks of services that satisfy a request?
Through the similarity calculus, we can answer several questions including
how ‘hard’ a request is, plus ‘computational’ step provided by a service. In
addition, the same technique can be applied to find out how close the goal
factor moves to the desired goal of the service. Given the recursive nature of
formulation for both st(S) and tr(S), we can use the same similarity calculus
on atomic, elementary and composite services. A composite service is typically
a network of services.

7.1.3 Specification of Goal System
Here, we extended the the approach developed in Chapter 4 to deal with the
autonomous and non-deterministic nature of services. We used an explicit notion of traces, activities and conversation to deal with the internal processing
of services. Ultimately, we obtain the most extended view on the service. This
extended view not only represents the execution of service, but can also be
advertised for use by others.
RQ 3 How do we extend discovered networks of services into actual execution
of services?
The explicit notion of trace and activity models the internal processing of
a service with sub-traces model execution sequences that may be predefined by
a service. Therefore, refinement of abstract services to incorporate operations
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and internal messages provides the most detailed semantics for execution of a
service. Through the formulation of the state st(S), and predicate tr(S) view
on a service, we are able to have a global view on the services, then unfold the
service to view the most elementary steps needed to execute the goal service.
RQ 3.1 How do we refine advertised descriptions of services into concrete
networks of services?
Refinement of advertised functions has been achieved through the introduction of operations, activities and traces in services. From the abstract to
the state view on the service, we can zoom in on the service using the notion
of conversation, execution path and sub-traces explicitly modelled in Section
S
6.2. Moreover, we have formally expressed a service as; st(S) ⊆−
→, leading to
a lattice structure depicted in Figure 6.5.
RQ 3.2 How do we integrate networks of services with the autonomous and
non-deterministic nature of the underlying services?
Precisely, we can not control all the activities of autonomous services.
Nevertheless, we can account for all the behaviour that can be exhibited by a
service. In Section 6.2, we have extended both state and predicate transformer
views to include possibility of failure during execution of a goal service. Superfluous outputs and exceptions are modelled using an error checking function.
The function relies on the presence of attribute response that is assigned a
value by each intermediate service.
RQ 3.3 How to relate goal services to orchestration and choreography of services?
We have defined a minimalistic orchestrator and choreography of services
in Section 6.4. The introduction of an identity service st(S ′ ) to relay messages
provides a centralised control of messages as depicted in Figure 6.7. In Section
6.4, we have showed how a trace(S) can be controlled by st(S ′ ). Certainly,
there is room for more explicit modelling to allow replication and joining of
messages by mediators.
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7.2 Contributions
In this Section, we restate the contributions of this thesis.
• The research in this thesis presents an architecture analysis in form of a
viewpoint model. The analysis is based on a comparative study of the
enhancements made by service-oriented architectures on fundamental
software engineering principles. To capture the relation between SOA
and its instances a 4-viewpoint model is presented. The model improves
the understanding of SOA, makes it possible to distinguish instances of
SOA, and facilitates the design of new instances.
• We contribute a compositional logic for discovery and construction of
service-oriented systems. The composition logic considers service discovery as a composition problem. Considering discovery as a composition
problem allows more extended forms of service. The logic provides a
handle to reason about the intentional and extensional views of services
during the construction of networks of services that satisfy a user request. The two views allow one to reason about the behaviour of the
resulting concrete service-oriented system.
• We contribute an approach for measuring the degree of match of services.
We are able to measure the level of similarity between a service and a
request. This enables one to select services to use in goal request or to
replace a service that may be unavailable or unsuitable for some reason.
We would even go further to say that measuring similarity of services is
one of the main challenges in dynamic service-oriented systems.
• We present an approach for construction of service-oriented systems
starting from a relatively fuzzy user request through discovery to concrete execution semantics of autonomous services. The approach preserves the autonomy and accounts for the non-deterministic nature of
services. The approach shows how to refine abstract networks of services into concrete services that can be represented as a choreography or
an orchestration architecture. This is particularly important given that
agility, reuse, autonomy and loose coupling are key drivers to serviceorientation.
Overall, the contributions allow understanding, enhancement and design of
service-oriented systems right from discovery to new specifications that can
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be published. The approach supports the underlying concepts of SOA to
publish, discover and execute.

7.3 Future Work
The discovery of services can turn out to be computationally expensive. We
have provided heuristics and used similarity techniques that reduce the complexity of the computations involved. However, it may be interesting to provide a formal investigation of the complexity that may be involved. Results
in this dimension, model the problem in various ways that has led to various
results. Whereas, it may not be possible to obtain results that are non NP, it
should be possible to provide a uniform partition for the computational complexity involved in the automatic composition process. Based on different sets
of sources of complexity, we can present complexity maps for the discovery
problem.
Generally, when a service is discovered, we can see it as a promise to
deliver the objects it advertises. However, the way the objects are actually
delivered has not been considered. For example a service which accepts the
countryCode and outputs the Capital may be a potential service considered to work for service that can work for all countries in Europe. However,
the operation of this service requires one countryCode at a time until all
Capital cities in Europe are obtained. The issue is whether the service can
operate well with other services? What if there is a service than can list all the
capital cities at once? which one is easy to operate?. This problem is related
to the controllability problem identified by the and research in [107, 96].
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Appendix A

Service Description Standards and
Proposals
A.1 WSDL
The Web service description language WSDL[31] is a web service standard
by W3C for describing the syntactical structure of a services. The WSDL
document defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports [37,
148]. A port is an association of a network address binding information. See
Figure A.3 for an overview of WSDL specification.

Figure A.1. Syntactical structure of web service description document from [31]
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In WSDL description abstract definition of endpoints and messages are
separated from their concrete network deployment or data format bindings.
The importance of the separation is to allow reuse of abstract definitions, including messages, which are abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged,
and port types, which are abstract collections of operations[148]. Therefore,
the concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular port type
constitute can be reused.
One criticism of WSDL is that it is essentially stateless[148] because the
language is unaware of states between operations. The only state notion supported is the state between sending and receiving a message in a requestresponse or solicit response operation.

A.2 OWL-S services
OWL-S [124] is an ontology language for web services. It is a successor to
DARPA (Agent Markup Language DAML)[124]. Consequently, it inherits
foundations from planning and agents on which DAML is based. According
to [113, 156], its objective is to enable automation of discovery, invocation,
composition and execution.
Conceptually OWL-S models a service as a resource that is described by
a serviceModel. The service presents a serviceProfile and supports service
grounding. This conceptual model is reflected by the OWL-S top level elements
in Figure A.2. So, the overall ontology consists of three main components:
service profile for advertising and discovering services, the process model which
gives a detailed description of the service operations; and the grounding which
gives details on how to interoperate with a service via messages.

Figure A.2. Top level of service ontology defined by OWL-S (from [124])

The three ontology elements give the specification of the service. The
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importance of the service profile is to support the discovery of services. Thus,
its profile describes the external conditions that must be satisfied before it can
be invoked. Furthermore, it gives the possible Effects of the service once it
has been executed. The Preconditions, Effects together with the Inputs and
Outputs, commonly called IOPE, describe the capability of the service. Th
IOPEs appear under the hasInput, hasOutput, hasPrecondition, and
hasPostcondition ontology elements. Therefore semantic match making
relates requests and services by examining the I/O in both the request and
service description.
Semantic level discovery, mainly relies on the profile ontology (see Figure
A.3). Logic basic discovery relies on some description logic to describe the
elements of the service profile. If the service request is described in the same
logic, then standard means of reasoning built with in the description logic
are used to automatically reason about given service request and available
service. Typical example of description logic include OWL-SL, OWL-Lite.
They rely on subsumption relations on the concepts defined in the underlying
ontology. The major limitation of this approach is the description of both the
services and the request must relate to a decidable description logic in which
the reasoning task is done. As pointed out[94, 95], this kind of limitation has
impacts on the kind of expressiveness in which to describe the service and
request.

Figure A.3. OWL-S Profile Ontology from [124]

Non-logical approaches use the implicit semantics within the service description. For instance, patterns of relative frequency of terms, content based
information retrieval, techniques from data mining, structure matching pro-
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vide a good basis for semantic similarity. In principle, such measures can be
applied to different levels in the ontology.
Composition in OWL-S is described by serviceModel under the root class
processModel. It expresses both the the functional and composition of the
services. OWL-S distinguishes between atomic process and composite process. An atomic process is executed through a single request-response while a
composite process involves a sequence of request-response. Therefore, in describing a composite service, the service model specifies the semantic content
of requests, the conditions under which particular outcomes will occur, and
the step by step processes leading to those outcomes.
Furthermore, the profile also describes the preconditions required by a
service and the effects that result from the execution of service. The preconditions are intended to cover those requirements on the execution of process
that are not part of the inputs. Likewise, the effects cover the changes in the
state of the world as a result of execution of service.
OWL-S requires that for atomic processes, all the information should come
from the client. For composite process, some inputs come directly from the
client, but others come from previous steps of the process. The data flow
within a composite process is achieved by specifying multiple sources of inputs
or multiple destinations of outputs. Figures A.4 and A.5 show the OWL-S
processing model and grounding to WSDL respectively.

A.3 WSMO
Web Service Modeling Ontology WSMO [43] prescribes a mechanism for utilising the notion of ontologies to describe web services and goals. It also provides
means to transform between different ontologies through mediators. WSMO
aims to support automatic discovery and composition of services. So WSMO
describes various related aspects of semantic web services to solve the integration problem.
WSMO is based on Web Service Modelling Framework (WSFM) [48] and
is accompanied by two languages Web Service Modelling Language (WSML)
[172] and Web Service Modelling Execution Environment (WSMX) [45]. WSML
provides the formal semantics for WSMO. The semantics are based on Description Logic, Logic programming and Frame Logic [92]. It allows one to write
annotations for Web services according to the WSMO conceptual model and
WSMX provides an execution environment for discovery, selection, mediation
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Figure A.4. OWL-S Process Modeling (from [124])

Figure A.5. OWL-S WSDL grounding(from [124])

and invocation of Web services.
WSFM identifies 4 top level elements, ontologies, Web services, goals and
mediators on which WSMO is based to support execution through WSMX. If
the the web browser, web servers provide the platform to load and interpret
HTML (special XML), then WSMX can be seen as the platform for WSMO.
The ontologies provide formal semantics for human terminologies. Also
supports domain specific terminologies. Provide formally specified terminology of the information used by all other components. The goals describes the
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objective of the client that may have when the consulting the Web service. The
Web service element provides the semantic description of the web services.
In WSMO, both Web services and goals are specified in terms of capability
and interface. The capability describes the service in terms of non-functional
properties, functional properties and behavior. The functional specification
of a Web service is specified in terms of preconditions, assumptions, effects
and postconditions. The interface describes how the functionality of a service may be achieved. The interface can be describe as an orchestration or
choreography[43].
Assumptions are used to indicate those conditions that have dependence
on the real world and accordingly can not be checked [172]. The preconditions
are conditions over the input while effects indicate changes in real world as
a result of executing the web service. On the other hand, the postconditions
show the relation between input and output.
According to [43], the postcondtion describes the state of the information
space that is the desired effect. It has been noted by[102], that the assumptions
are similar to preconditons, but reference aspects of the state of the world
beyond actual inputs and effects.
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Samenvatting
Een van de belangrijkste trends bij de constructie van software is het combineren van onafhankelijke systemen. Ieder deelsysteem levert hierbij een
specifieke bijdrage aan het gewenste doel van het totale software systeem.
Maar, volgens het bekende garbage-in/garbage-out principe uit de leer van het
programmeren, zal het systeem zonder de juiste invoer niet de juiste uitvoer
kunnen leveren. Een systeem kan derhalve worden gezien als een transformator van de juiste invoer naar de juiste uitvoer. De consequentie van deze
metafoor is dat de interne details van een stukje software niet bekend hoeven
te zijn, voldoende is te weten wat het doel is, en hoe het gebruikt kan worden.
Een stuk software kan dus worden gezien als de leverancier van een dienst.
Wanneer het gebruik van een dienst transparant gemaakt wordt, dan is de
lokatie van de dienst niet relevant.
Deze benadering wordt service-oriented computing genoemd. De verdiensten van deze benadering zijn onder andere: loose coupling, platformonafhankelijkheid, inter-operability, hergebruik en agility. In de context van
systeembouw kan een service georinteerde architectuur (SOA) gezien worden
als verzameling van services die met elkaar wisselwerken door het onderling
uitwisselen van berichten om gezamenlijk een verzoek van een gebruiker te realiseren. Echter, hieraan gekoppeld geavanceerd gebruik van SOA heeft geleid
tot nieuwe mogelijkheden en uitdagingen. Bijvoorbeeld, het idee dat services
automatisch ontdekt en samengesteld kunnen worden bij een gegeven gebruikersverzoek is een van de sleutelproblemen in dit onderzoeksgebied geworden.
Dit vereist dat, bij een gegeven verzameling van aangeboden diensten, wanneer geen van deze diensten de opdracht kan vervullen, een combinatie van
services voor dit doel automatisch wordt samengesteld. Maar zelfs wanneer
een van de aangeboden diensten de opdracht kan vervullen, is het mogelijk
dat een combinatie van andere services dit beter kan.
Het ontwerp van een typisch service oriented systeem begint met het ont-
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dekken van geschikte services, gevolgd door een gedetailleerde orkestratie of
choreografie gericht op het bereiken van het beoogde doel. De orkestratie of
choreografie van services hebben speciale aandacht gehad, en zijn gebruikt
voor de meeste vormen van compositie. Het ontdekkingsprobleem heeft echter
veel minder aandacht gekregen waardoor het ontdekken van combinaties van
services een moeilijke aangelegenheid is.
Dit proefschrift bevat de volgende bijdragen aan ontwerp en constructie
van service-oriented systemen:
• We stellen een model met 4 gezichtspunten voor om de relatie te beschrijven tussen SOA en de instanties hiervan. Door dit model is het mogelijk
instanties van SOA van elkaar te onderscheiden, en het ontwerp van
nieuwe instanties te vergemakkelijken.
• Een andere bijdrage is een compositie logica voor het ontdekken en
samenstellen van service oriented systemen. De compositie logica beschouwt
service ontdekking als een compositie probleem. Daardoor kan een uitgebreidere vorm van dienstverlening worden aangeboden. De logica
voorziet in een handvat om te redeneren op intensioneel en extensioneel
niveau over services tijdens de constructie van service netwerken die voldoen aan het verzoek van een gebruiker.
• We dragen een benadering bij om te meten in welke mate services met
elkaar overeenstemmen. Daarmee kunnen we de gelijkvormigheid tussen
een service en een verzoek bepalen. Daardoor kunnen we services selecteren in doelgerichte opdrachten bijvoorbeeld bij het vervangen van
een service die onbeschikbaar of ongeschikt is.
• We presenteren een benadering voor de constructie van service-oriented
systemen die begint met een relatief vaag verzoek van een gebruiker,
door het zoeken naar een concrete uitvoeringssemantiek van de autome
services. Deze benadering laat de autonomie intact, en benut de nondeterministische aard van services. Dit is met name van belang voor agility,
hergebruik, autonomie en zwakke koppeling bij de service-georinteerde
benadering.
Over het geheel is de bijdrage van deze thesis een verbetering van het begrip en ontwerp van service-gerienteerde systemen door een benadering vanaf
een flexibel gebruikersverzoek, via het intdekken van services tot de concrete
beschrijving van uitvoerbare services die vervolgens weer aan anderen kunnen
worden aangeboden.
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